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q-t:J;ISTORIC conceptions and usages of colleges are spo(1 ken of as traditions. They are difficult to define and
elusive to name. Yet they are apparent at every turn.
They may be compared to Boston ivy covering a wall.
The ivy was planted in some remote past alongside of a
building because of its nature and disposition. In its
growth it extends itself outward and upward upon the
wall or building, becoming so associated with its support
that they appear as one.
In the fall the ivy puts on a gorgeous dress, thus
declaring its services and engendering admiration. The
season of display is soon followed by quietness. The leaves
fall away, thus revealing the extent of its growth during
the past season. Then it rests and recuperates itself for
a new growth.
The springtime sees it pushing out its leaves, under
cover of which it stretches its arm to new areas, sinking
its tendrils into the wall. Thus it continues year after
year, adding beauty to the building which makes it possible for it to express itself.
Traditions of culture, scholarship and Christian character were planted beside the walls of C. P. S. by her
founders over thirty years ago. Those traditions have
grown as each student generation has come and gone.
They will become more potent in the college and in the
world, as we send forth our graduates each year, in
proportion as each student generation accepts and performs its part.
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As the sun sinks deev in the western sea
Where the sil·ver is tinged with gold,
And the lingering hue of the sunset glow
The evening shadows enfold,
There's a ship out there in the darkness
For an unkno1.un port setting sail,
Her masts loom tall in the twilight,
Her sails unfurl to the gale.
In the friendly port she has waited,
While four swift passing years
Have added their store of wisdom
To the mariners' hoves and fears;
And now the vessel is sailing
Alone out upon that sea,
Where the stornis of Lile are beating,
And treacherous shoals may be.
A.nd we who are left in the harbor_,
Though anxious and sad the while,
Pray a Bon Voyage for the vessel,
And say farewell with a smile;
For we too shall sail on that ocean
Some day in the twilight's gray,
Since the silver dusk of evening
Means sunrise, and with it, the Day.
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GEORGE FREDERICK HENRY
M. S.
Dean, Department of Chemistry
College

of

Puget

Souncl,

] 921-

LOUISA McINTOSH
A. M.
Dean

of

Women.
Department
Economics

of

Home

College of Puget Sound, 1925-

GEORGIA RENEAU
Ph. M.
Department of English
College of Puget Sound, 1913-

CIIARLES ARTHUR ROBBINS
A. B.·
Bursar. Department of Spanish
Col~ege of Puget Sound, 1916-

Twenty:One
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SAMUEL WEIR
Ph.D.
Department of

Education

College of Puget Sound, 1922-

FRANCIS WAYLAND HANAWALT
A . .M.
Department

of

Mathematics

and

Astronomy

College of Puget Sound, 1908-

DORIS MARY BUDD
A. M.
Department of English
College of Puget Sound, 1922-

R.

LESTER KELLY
M. B. A.

Department of Business Administration
College of Puget Sound, 1921-
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C.

WESLEY

~192.6~

TOPPING

A. M., S. T. D.
Department

of

Sociology

College of Puget Sound, 1923-

WALTER SCOTT DAVIS
A. M.
Department of History and Political Science
Col1ege of Puget Sound, 1907-

ANNA H. CRAPSER
A. B.
Department of Modern Languages
College of Puget Sound, 1920-

JAMES R. SLATER
A. M., M. Pd.
Department of Biology
College of Puget Sound, 1919-
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COCHRAN
of

Art

and

Design

College of Puget Sound, 1921-

JOHN D. REGESTER
A.. B., S. T. B.
Department of Philosophy and Psychology
College of Puget Sound, 1924-

LILLIAN COLLINS
A. B.
Librarian
College of Puget Sound, 1925-

GEORGE PERCY HEDLEY
A.
Department of

M., B.

D.,

Religious

Education

College of Puget Sound, 1923-
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RA Yl\WND S. SEW ARD
A. 1\-1.
Department of Physics and Chemistry
College of Puget Sound, 192.3-

DOROTHEA E. VAUGHT
A. B.
Graduate of Curry School at Boston
Department of Public · Speaking
College of Puget Sound, 1925-

HERBERT

CHENEY

A. M.
Department of

Latin

and

German

College of Puget Sound, 1925-

FREDERICK Mcl\1ILLIN
M. S.
Department of Chemistry and Biology
College

of

Puget Sound, 1924-
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BELLE BERGMAN
Graduate, New England Conservatory of Music
Instructor of Singing
College of Puget Sound, 1924-

HOWARD H. HANSCOM
B. Mus.
Department of Piano and Public School Music
College of Puget Sound, 1924-

OLIVE BEIDLEMAN
Graduate, Cincinnati Conservatory
Instructor of Piano
Co1lege of Puget Sound, 1924-

FRED BEIDLEMAN
B. S., B. Mus.
Director of the Conservatory
College of Puget Sound, 1924-
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ROY L. SPRAGUE
Field

Secretary

College of Puget Sound, 1920'--

ALICE M. HUBERT
Office Secretary
College of Puget Sound, 1922-

ARTHUR W.

MARTIN

Assistant Field Secretary
College of Puget Sound, 1925-

BERNICE SPRINKLE
General

Office

Assistant

College of Puget Sound, 1924-

Twenty-Seven
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WINIFRED

BURNSIDE

Secretary

the

to

Bursar

College of Pucret Sound, 1921-

HELEN GEIGER
A. B.
Assistant

Registrar

College of Puget Sound, 1925-

OLIVE BROWN
A. B.
Secretary to the President
College of Puget Sound, 1919-
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"Happy is the class 'Without a history."

\l[ HOUGH

the past four years of college life have been eventful, this
misquotation makes clear why annals may seem commonplace when
beheld from the outside.
The Class of 1926, just as all previous senior classes, is-to itself, at
least-a splendid example of the principle of survival. The years have
gradually diminished their once superior numbers, until now every remaining senior cannot but be properly impressed ' with his exalted
knowledge, "fitness" and worth.
As struggling freshmen the Class of '26 won supremacy in both
the scrap and the tug of war with the sophomores. And there are still
in their minds memories of a hilarious carnival given them by the vanquished ones. Again as sophomores they held their own against the frosh
in another tug of war, and gained first honors in the Annual Glee.
As juniors they were entertained royally at the home of ,D ean
Henry one evening. Then there was the breakfast they gave the graduating class at the new hotel, and another spri,1g day when they all tore
madly up to La Grande in supposed pursuit of the "sneaky" seniorsAnd soon, in the near future, there will be a day when they will
declare for themselves another general holiday-the last of their college
days.

Thirty-One
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Helen's unselfish and unlimited
service in debate will never be forgotten ; nor will her cheery smile
and winning personality. She has
served unreservedly in her years at
Puget Sound, and has given of her
best.

Helen Olsen

"Frenchy' s" college life has been
one of untold service. His place in
student government, student organizations, and Christian work will be
hard indeed to fill for he has lived
for his Alma Mater and her success.

Eldon

Chuinard

These two seniors were chosen by a vote taken in student assembly
early in the spring, the selections having been made entirely on the basis
of service to the school. The Tamanawas has sponsored this contest with
the aim of further promoting those ideals on the campus.
Thirty-Two .
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GALBRAITH, l\IYRTIS
· Major, Fren_c h
Y. W. C. A:, Cabinet (4); Ta1tianawas Staff
(3); Glee Club (1, 2, 3); Class Treasurer (3).

GOOLDER, ELLENA
Major, English
Lctider Student Vohmteers (1, 4); Amphictyon,
Vice-President (2); Lambda · Sigma Chi, President ·(3); Inter-Sorority Representative (4); Inter-Sorority Council, President ( 4); Judiciary
Council (4); Y. W. C. A. Secretary (3); Chairnrnn .of Devotional Committee I 3) Delegate to
()uadrcnnial Convention; l\fay Queen ( 4); Glee
Club (1 , 2, 3,), President (1).

HAGENESS, ARLlNG
Major, History
Alpha Chi Nu, Secretary (2); BascbaU (1, 2) .

HART, CLINTON
Major, Business Administration
Sigma Zeta Epsilon, President (3) Treasurer
( 2) Secretary ( 4); Asst. Mgr. Treas. A. S. C. P.
S. (4); Music Manager (3); Varsity QuartetGlee Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Central Board ( 2, 3, 4);
Stage Manager (3, 4); Y. M. C. A., Cabinet (2);
Iriter--Fraternity Council ( 4); · Class Treasurer
n); S.ttident Affair Committee ( 4); All College
Banquet Committee (3).
·

HOAGE, WlLLABELLE
Major, Fi·ench
:Music Managet A. ·S. C. P. S. (3, 5); Delta
Alph~ Gamma, President (5), Vice-President (3)
Secretary (2) Treasurer (l); Otlah Club, Secretary (5); Theta Alpha Phi, Treasurer (5); Cle~
Club Pianist· ( 1, 2, 3, 4); Philomathean Literary
Society; All College Play (2, 3, 4,, 5) ; Varsity
Tennis (2).

Thirty-Five
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JENNE, CARL F.
Major, Sociology
University of Washington 0)-Stevens Debate Club; Bellingham State Normal (2) Baseball; Assistant Editor of Klipsun; Berkeley (3)
Bellingham State Normal (3). Entered College of
Puget Sound (4) Football (4).

MELIN, HILDA
Major, French
Secretary A. S. C. P. S. (4); Otlah Club; May
Queen Attendant (4); French and Math. Assistant; Amphictyon Literary Society; Mathematics
Club; Violin Soloist Mens' Glee Club (1, 3)
Violin Soloist Girls' Glee Club (2); Scholarship
(1, 2, 3, 4); Received Departmental Honors.

NELSON, HAROLD
Major, Religious Education
Varsity Debate (1, 3, 4); Debate Manager
(3); Glee Club (2); Sigma Mu Chi, Secretary
(3); Pi Kappa Delta, Secretary (3); Trail Reporter (3); Oxford Club, Treasurer (1), VicePresident (3); Central Board (3).

OKSNESS, ALICE
Major, History
Philomathean Literary Society, Literary Chairman (4); Y. W. C. A., Secretary (3), Social Service Chairman (4); Tamanawas Staff (3); Student Affairs Committee ( 4); Otlah Club, VicePresident (4); Drama Class Plays (3, 4) Biology
Assistant ( 4).

OLSEN, HELEN
lf1ajor, English
Lambda Sigma Chi; Pi Kappa Delta, President
(3); Amphictyon Literary Society; Varsity Debate (2); Oratory (3); Debate Manager (4);
Trail Reporter (3, 4); Class Vice-President (4).

Thirty-Six
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PURKEY, JOHN
Major, Business Administration
University of Washington (2); Letterman Tennis ( 3) ; Orient ( between 3 and 4) ; Class President (4).

SCHWARZ, EDWARD
Major, History
Football (1, 2, 3, 4); Baseball (1, 2, 3) Captain (3); Basketball (3); Freshman Coach (4);
Alpha Chi Nu; Campus Day Committee (2);
Winner of Blanket in FootbaU.

SMITH, BRONSON
Major, History
Varsity Debate (2, 3, 4); Amphictyon Literary
Society, Chaplain (4); Pi Kappa Delta, President
(4); Inter-Society Debate (4); Delta Kappa Phi.

TIBBITTS, FORREST
Major, History
Philomathean Literary Society, President ( 3)
Treasurer (2); Y. M. C. A., President (3); Class
President (3); Sigma Mu Chi, Secretary (3, 4);
Central Board Representative (4); Oxford Club,
President (2); Inter-Society Debate ( 4); Knights
of the Log.

VILLAFUERTE, VINCENTE
Major, English
Oratory (1, 2, 3); Debate (1); Inter-Society
Debate (4); Class Treasurer (4); Pi Kappa Delta, Treasurer ( 4); Property Manager of One Act
Plays (4); Director of Dramatic Club ' Fun Program (4); Altrurian Literary Society, Sergeant-atArms (4); Manager of Play Production Class
Tour (4); Student Volunteers; Oxford Club.

Thirty-Seven
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WADE, HEROLD
Major, Chemistry
Sigma Mu Chi; President: (3), Vice-President
( 4,); Amphictyon Literary Society; Science Club;
Knights of the Log, President (2); Class Pt'esident (2); Track (4); Inter-Fraternity (:ouncil,
President ~4•); Central Board Representa1ive (4);
Glee Club (1).

WEISEL, ROBERT
Major, Mathematics
Alpha Chi Nu, President (2, 4,); Yell King
(3); Track (1, 2, 4.); Yell Duke (2).

WELLMAN, DON
Major, Business Administration
Football (1, 2, 3, 4,) Captain (4); Basketball
(I, 2); Baseball (2); Track (2); Class President (2); Business Manager Tamanawas (3);
Sigma Zeta Epsilon, President (3).

WETMORE, ALLISON
Major, Busi'ness Administration
Sigma Zeta Epsilon, President ( 4), , Secr~tary

(4Ji

(2); Student Judiciary. (3, 4) Ch~irman
D.~hate (1, 2, 3, 4); Inter-Fraternity Council (3) ;
Pi Kappa Delta; Class Treasurer (I , 3).

Thirty-Eight
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QJ::HEREUPON "it · was noised about through the land that Sir Junior
Class was to be tried before the court of high justice on the charge
that he had monopolized school activities and worked too much good on
the Merrie College of Puget Sound and thus there gathered from the
realm so many doughty knights and fair ladies for to be present at the
act of justice that the great court of Jones Hall was filled to overflowing.
And .when .the great assembly had thus gathered there did arise from
the platform the great judge of Deanery, who thus spoke-"Who now
can testify unto the works that yon culprit hath effected?" A great
silence fel'l upon the hall, for though none was ignorant of the crimes
of _g·ood he had committed, none dared through fear of the valiant knight
to so express himselfBut at ·length from the rear of the assemblage there arose a stalwart
kn'i ght. ~ho thus did s~y~''Sir Deanery, I can so testify that yon Sir
Junior did in his freshman year originate both the order of the Ladies of
the Splinter and the Knights of the Log; an act which was a wondrous
boon to our Merrie Land."-And there did arise another knight who said,
-"Sir Deanery, this yon knight did vanquish the haughty Sir Senior during- a class scrap, causing him to be bowed in deep disgrace and shame."
And still a110ther _rose who boldly said, "Sir Deanery, yon Sir Junior did
prove victor in the tournament for annual glee when he was yet a Sophomore" -and one last doughty knight arose and thus did say,-"Sir Deanery, this guilty wretch bath run all schoo'l affairs in the past year and
proved himself to be the wisest of them all."
Then up spake the great justice and did say,---.:"My people you have
heard the3e grave indictments and you all have witnessed the d2ep truth
thereof, and ·· so- according to the royal mandate I do sentence this Sir
Junior to one more year at College, for verily such a stalwart knight
could only bring too great happiness if allowed to roam throughout the
world."
Thereupon there was a great murmur of joy throughout the assemL'lage, and the knights and ladies betook themselves in great satisfaction
to their .abodes . .

Thirty-Nine
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MARYILOU BECHAUD
"Gentle ;; a /alcone."

RUTH BEJ'HEL
"She is a ladie kinde and true."

KENNETH BOHN
"/ love to dwell twixt dales and hills."

KATHERINE BRADLEY
"Fulle of love and goodnesse."

LLOYD BROWN
"As blithe as is a king at every tide."

WENDELL BROWN
"Both courteous and brave withal."

Tamanawas
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MARJGllIE BURROWS
"Her face is fulle of lighte."

ERMA COFFMAN
"She is both virt4ous and faire."

FRED EERNISSE
"Had I known as much yesternighte as I do
today."

INEZETTA FEROGLIA
"Her cheeks are like the blushing clouds."

ERNEST GOULDER
"But before I lose my 'lady faire sir,
I'd rather lose my life sae dear."

CLARE GUEST
"A knight of valor indeede."

Forty-One
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MARION GYNN ·
"There u•as a ladye fine and .fae
She 1ras so neat;· and trim."

INA HAGEDORN·
"In pompe sits mercie in her face."

MAUDE HAGUE.
"There was a man who dt'.d her see
And wishPd himself bridegroom to be."

IVIILDRED HA WKSWORTH
"Jolie she is in everything."

HAROLD HUSEBY
"He learned more upon one dae
Than other people did on three."

NORMA HUSEBY
"The smile upon her bonnie cheeke
ls sweeter than the bee."

· ,Forty-Two
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FORDYCE JOHNSON

··''A cletrfr y'outhe; steady, :~tout raid wight:"

MORTON JOHNSON
"If thou but knew a/le the virtues of this
lmightc."

EDITH JONES
"She i.s a girl o'charm and mirthe."

EDNA KNUPPE
''Faire as the lilie-flower."

DOROTHY LEATHERWOOD
"Fi/lei/' 1i:ith niirthe and no madnn~e."

HARLAN LEATHERWOOD
"/ am now _o_lder than I was, in u;isdome and in
lore."

Forty-Three
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LORIN LINDSTROM
"Whenne theye rode one mile, he ranne four."

WINIFRED LONGSTRETH
"She is both blythe and merrie."

PAUL LUNG
"I think this day we are men enew."

ERNEST MILLER
"Ye say ye are a courteous knighte
Butte I misdoubt ye sair;
I think ye're but a miller lad
By the white clothes ye wearre."

JAMES MITCHELL
"I'll be a guide ioorth any twa."

ALMA .ORR
''She shuns the ill and seekes the goode~"

Forty-Four
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HARRY PARKER
"O H arrye was as brave a knighte
As ever re sail' d the sea."

ESTHER PETERSON
"Most peerlesse is her beauty founde
Her favour and her face."

ELLA PURKEY
"Her sparkling eyes like orient pearles
Do caste a heavenlye lighte."

RUTH SHERROD
"Debonair, goode and glade."

GARDNER SHULER
"A kind, courteous youthe who has muche of
ivisdome."

SOMERS SLEEP
"[{ e is a joy/ ul manne."

Forty-Five
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GENEVIEVE STOWE
"Maide of majesty ~nd. mighte." .

DAVID \ TAFF
"A frencle to virtue."

PIIlL THORNlLEY
"And

f ulle

well he lovcth a merrie jest."

CORA TpLLES
"She is coral of goodnessc.'·'

VIOLET VA~, CLEVE
'"My hearte is lighter thanne the poll."

· W lLHELMIN A Van d.e n STEEN ·
"Iler voice excel/es

tlic

birdy' s song upon the

birchen tree."

KATHLEEN WESTWOOD
"And she -icas both talle ancl of n .stately mien."

Forty-Six
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.E S
.. O·l·J. h. omores s.t a~ted our coHege days at the same time the new build. This will make the
class of '28 the first one to complete its four years in the new buildings.
When we started as Frosh, we were green, we admit. But then, our
rivals, the sophs, were not much ahead of us. In the bag rush we made
the sophomores our victims, and the flag of '28 flew over the color post
for the first time.
Then winter came and every one will remember the big Frosh carnival we g-ave in honor of the sophomores. It was a lot of work and when
it was over, we i;ere proud bf what we had done.
Spring came, summer quickly followed, and before we knew it, we
had completed our final exams and were free for the summer.
In the fall, most of us came back to carry on the class of '28. During
the skirmishes between the new Frosh and the "experienced" Sophs, two
Frosh wer~ c,aptured a:µ~. scalped for their misdeeds. Then came the bag
rush, and contrary to all precedent and prophecy, the Sophs were victors
over the green Frosh. For the · second time, the flag of '28 waved over
the color post. After the bag rush, hostilities ceased and the Frosh could
again go out without fear of becoming im,mediately and instantaneously
bald.
The Sophs excelled in other things a'lso. In the intramural sports,
they won in cross country, made a clean sweep of basketball and won also
i~1 volleyball.
The Sophomores ·are doing their part in all branches of service for
the school. They are represented on all the athletic teams, on the debate
teams and on the Glee Club. Nor has the c1ass of '28 yet done its worst.
We have two years more in which to serve our Alma Mater, and we intend
to do our utmost for her.
1. 0 0

~ jugs were first put into .use, the fall of 1924.

Forty-Seven
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BLOOM, MINNIE
Altrurian Literary Society, Chairman Room
Committee, (1); Chairman Recommendations
Committee (2); Y. W. C. A.

CARLSON, GLADYS
Kappa Sigma Theta, Secretary (1) ; lnter-Sororit)' Council, Secretary (2); Y. W. C. A.

DANIELSON, CLARA

Y. W. C. A.

ERNST, MAE
Philomathean Literary Society; Y. W. C. A.
Basketball (2); Baseball (2) .

FISK, SARETTA
Philomathean Literary Society.

Forty-Eight
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JENNE, MRS. CARL
Entered from Bellingham State Normal School
(2).

JOHNSON, HULDA
Delta Alpha Gamma. Altrurian Literary Society.

KNIGHT, DOROTHY
Delta Alpha Gamma, Secretary (2). Ladies of
the Splinter.

LANDERS,VERA
Delta Alpha Gamma, Secretary (1 ) . Philomathean Literary Society.

Lel\-1ASTER, MARGUERITE
Altrurian Literary Society.

Forty-Nine
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LONG, ZETA

'
Altrurian Literary So~iety.

NOTTER, LUCILE
Philomathean Literary Society, Glee Club; Y.
W. C. A.

O'CONNOR, MARGARET
Kappa Sigma Theta, Ladies of the Splinter, Y.
\V. C. A.; Class Treasur~r.

PEAKE, ,DOROTHY
Altrurian Literary Society.

PETERSON, ELEANOR

Y. W. C.A.

RAYMOND, ALICE
Philomathcan Literary Society; Delta Alpha
Gamma, Librarian (2); Class Secretary (2).

Fifty
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ROCKHILL, ALICE
Lambda Sigma Chi; Y. W. C. A., Cabinet (2);
La<lies of the Splinter, Secretary (2); Amphictyon Literary Society, Program Chairman (2);
Glee Club, Prcsi<lcnt (2); Tamanawas Staff (2 ).

SCHEIBLER, ELSBETH
Kappa Sigma Theta, Treasurer
Po~t Representative (2) .

(2);

Color

SODERMAN,ANNA
Volley Ball (2).

SHORT,l\IARGARET
Lambda Sigma Chi; Amphictyon Literary Socict y; La<lies of the Splinter, Sgt. at Arms (2 ).

SOMERS, AILEEN
Society Editor of Trail (2); Judiciary Council
(2); Kappa Sigma Theta ; Glee Club, SecretaryTreasurer (2).

THAYER, CONSTANCE
Kappa Sigma Theta, Secretary (2); Allnuian
Literary Society, Vice President ( 2) ; Inter-Sorority Council, Secretary (2); Varsity Debate (2 ) ;
Y. W. C. A., Program Chairman (2).

Fifty-One
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THOSTENSON, ELLA

Y. W. C. A.

TOLLEFSON( NORMA
Altrurian Literary Society, Corr. Secretary (2).

TOLLES, VELLA
Altrurian Literary Society; Dramatic Club,
Om· Act Plays (1) (2); Y. W. C. A.; Basket•
ball.

WALLER, ELIZABETH
Y. W. C. A. (1); One Act Plays (2); Altrur•
ian Literary Society; Delta Alpha Gamma Sgt.
at Arms (2); Ladies of the Splinter, President
(2).

WALTER, FERN
A1trurian Literary Society; Basketball (1) (2);
Volley Ball (1); Baseball (1).

Fifty-Two
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WANDEL, MARVEL
Delta Alpha Gamma; Ladies of the Splinter;
Varsity Debate (2).

WESTWOOD, KATHLEEN
Lambda Sigma Chi; Amphictyon - Literary Society; Volley Ball Letter (2); Glee Club (1).

WIDMAN, ROSEMARY
Delta Alpha Gamma; Class Secretary ( 1) ;
Ladies of the Splinter; Theta Alpha Phi; OneAct Plays (1) (2); Dramatic Club; All College
Pby (1) (2).

WIEMER, ALYCE
Altrurian Literary Society.

WIVELL, MINNIE
Altrurian Literary Society.
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R. Smith
Shelton
Scheyer
Skreen
Sharp
T. Smith Spencer Sehon Soper
Sprague
Tatum
Stewart Thronson
Van Patter
White
Wadsworth
Wahlers
Wittine
Wright
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~EPTEMBER 11, 1925, was a great day in the history of the College

c;iQ' of Puget Sound, for on that date the class of '29 arrived to begin its
first year of joy and success in college. We are still of tender age
but within these few months, many wonderful deeds have been achieved.
In fact we are almost infant prodigies.
We hadn't been here very long until we noticed that the people known
as Sophomores seemed to be carrying large chips on their shoulders,
and since we were not timid, in the least, hostilities soon began. We
painted our numerals over all the surrounding country, but the Sophomores having been subjected to the "wisdom-producing" influences of
the College for a whole year, were able to put the finishing touches on
our "29' s."
The Freshmen emerged victorious after a strenuous night of kidnapping (from which our treasury has never fully recovered) in time to
take part in the bag rush. Although our enemies won the bag rush, we
were not discouragedJ and even wore feathers in our green caps. Our
confidence was justified when the "sophs" were pulled into the water on
Campus Day.
With pep over-flowing we staged a theater party, making enough noise
to let other folks know our identity. Our spirit still unexhausted we
planned a party for the faculty and a Freshman Frolic, just to let the
rest of the school know what we could do if we tried and also to earn a
little money for the Student Friendship Fund and our class treasury.
We have shown our worth and power in debate, with first places on
the team going to Freshmen, and our class song predicts that we will
have a good chance to win the annual glee. In athletics we are not to be
outshone, with stars on football, basketball, and track teams. Even the
Freshman girls have easily vanquished the upperclassmen in the girls'
contests.
Summing it all up, our coming has added considerably to the prospects of the college for the future and even the Sophomores will admit
that we are a class worthy the name of "Freshman."
We are only Freshmen
This we must confess
But we love our college
C.P.S.
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9JTHE past year has witnessed a steady progress in the affairs of the As\!.lt sociated Students of the College of Puget Sound. The constitution of
the student body has received several additions, scattered activities have
been placed under Associated Students' control and student spirit has
shown a healthy development in loyalty for its Alma Mater.
To Eldon Chuinard, President of the Associated Students, should be
given by a grateful student body, a great share of the honor and credit
for our present condition. "Frenchy," as we know him, has proved
himself an able leader, an earnest worker and an untiring supporter of
those activities beneficial to the students and college. Eldon Chuinard's
work has been constructive and his personality one that will long be
remembered at Puget Sound.
Sixty-Three
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President
Vice President
Secretary
General Manager

:Margery Davisson
Hilda Melin
F. A. McMillin

Assistant General Manager

Clinton Hart

Debate Manager

Helen Olsen

Dramatic Manager
Athletic Manager
Music Manager
Yell King
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Eldon Chuinard

Wen dell Brown
Clare Guest
Willabelle Hoage
Tony Arntson
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McMillin

Chuinard
Olsen

Davisson

Hoage

Guest

Brown
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Ernest Goulder

Winifred Longstreth

Manager

Editor

Editor-in-Chief
Associate Editor •
Business Manager
Assistant Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager
Administration
Classes
Activities
Organizations
Athletics
Calendar
Snapshots
Humor
Photographs
Art
Stenographer
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Winifred Longstreth
Ingeborg Ekberg
Ernest Goulder
Torrey Smith
Sam Pugh
Donald Searing
Una Stewart
Kathryn Hammerly
Erma Coffman
Alice Rockhill
Morton Johnson
Alice Edwards
Marion Gynn
Mike Thorniley
Marjorie Burrows
Preston Wright
Genevieve Stowe
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Ekberg

Searing
Hammerly

Stewart

Rockhill
Pugh

Coffman

Johnson

Wright

Smith

Stowe
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Gynn
Edwards

Burrows

Thorniley
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Morton Johnson
Editor

Fordyce Johnson
Manager

Morton Johnson
Robert Burrows
Fordyce Johnson
Helen Elder
- Hale Niman
Russell Eierman

Editor
News Editor
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager
Exchange Manager

DEPARTMENT EDITORS
Sports
Society
Loggerithm5
Girls' Sports
Alumni
Features
Proof Reade1
Exchange
Stenographer

-

:M inard Fassett
Aileen Somers
- Mike Thorniley
- Helen Jensen
Maude Hague
Ingeborg Ekberg, Elverton Stark
Martha Ann Wilson
- Allison WetmoreJosephine Day

Reporters-Crawford Turnbull, Audrey Dean Albert , Wilma
Zimmerman, Lucy Wittine.,
Ad Chasers-Carmelita Esteb, Helen Jensen, Mary Glenn,
Vera Poelle, Mary Louise McCarthy.
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Turnbull
Hague
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Jlubtdar~ Q.loundl
<i7r'HE student judiciary council has appellate jurisdiction on all que~tions
\U, involving the constitutionality of any A. S. C. P. S. legislation. It has
final jurisdiction on all inter-fraternity and inter-sorority appeals and
has as its duty the enforcement of the college traditions and regulations.
In the past year the students and organizations of the col'lege have
presented many problems to the Student Judiciary. The council was handicapped at the first of the year through a lack of a system of rules for
handling such cases. With these rules established the questions were
promptly settled. · In all cases the Council has tried to be absolutely just
and impartial.
It is the hope of Judiciary Council that in the future it may prove
to be a real judicial body in the government of the college.
Members of the council for the past year are as follows :
SENIORS
Allison Wetmore, Margery Davisson, Ellena Hart Goulder, Henry Ernst
JUNIORS
Lorin Lindstrom, Katherine Bradley, Ernest Miller
SOPHOMORES
Elmer Beckman, Aileen Somers

Seq,enty
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<7iiHE forensic interests began this year with the annual fall debate at
\!J, the Winthrop Hotel on October 16. Helen Olsen, debate manager,
acted as toastmistress, and speeches were given by Dr. Todd, Miss
Vaught, Sam Pugh, Marion Gynn, Minard Fassett, Bronson Smith, Franklin Manning and Allison Wetmore. Every debater was inspired to make
the year a success.
The Varsity debates opened with a dual debate with Pacific University on December 11, on the N a-tional Pi Kappa Delta question of Child
Labor. Jesse Jensen, Paul Soper, and Elverton Stark upheld the affirmative on the home floor and won a 3 to O decision for Puget Sound. The
negative team, composed of Torrey Smith, Franklin Manning and Bronson
Smith, went to Forest Grove, Oregon, but did not fare so well for they
were forced to accept a 2 to 1 decision.
On J anuarv 6, for the first time in its history, Puget Sound met
the University of British Columbia in debate when Mildred Hawksworth
and Marvel Wandel traveled to Canada to uphold the affirmative of the
question : "Resolved : That a reduction should be made in the International War debt. Lillian Burkland and Constance Thayer upheld the negative here. Both teams lost the decisions to the northerners.
A triangular debate on the Child Labor question was held on March
18 between Willamette, Linfield and Puget Sound. The affirmative team
of Jesse Jensen and Paul Soper traveled to Salem, while Franklin Manning
and Torrey Smith met Linfield here. Both clashes resulted in unanimous
victories for Puget Sound.
The schedule for the varsity men for the remainder of the season included a debate with the University of Southern California on April 2nd
with Paul Soper and ·Jesse Jensen representing Puget Sound. Three days
later Bronson Smith, Harold Nelson and Allison Wetmore met Colorado
College in a non-decision debate.
Much credit is due to Helen Olsen, the debate manager, and to the
debaters, all of whom have assisted in making this an enthusiastic deb~te
season and in strengthening our already well-established record in ·forensics.
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~tbatt ,Jro_gram
PACIFIC UNIVERSITY vs. COLLEGE OF PUGET SOUND
December 11, 1925
Resolved: That the United States Constitution should be amended,
giving Congress the power to regulate the labor of children under fifteen
years of age.
C. P. S. Affirmative

C. P. S. Negative

Jesse Jensen
Torrey Smith
Paul Soper
Franklin Manning
Elverton Stark
Bronson Smith
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA vs. COLLEGE OF PUGET
SOUND
January 6, 1925
Resolved: That a reduction be made in the International War debt.
C. P. S. Affirmative

C. P. S. Negative

Mildred Hawksworth
Lillian Burkland
Marvel Wandel
Constance Thayer
WILLAMETTE vs. LINFIELD vs. COLLEGE OF PUGET SOUND
March 18, 1926
Child Labor question
C. P. S. Affirmati'oe

C. P. S. Negative

Jesse Jensen
. Franklin Manning
Paul Soper
Torrey Smith
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA vs. COLLEGE OF
PUGET SOUND
April 2, 1926
Child Labor Question
C. P. S. Affir·mative: Jesse Jensen, Paul Soper
COLORADO COLLEGE vs. COLLEGE OF PUGET SOUND
April 5, 1926
Child Labor question
C. P. S. Negative: Franklin Manning, Torrey Smith, Allison Wetmore
PACIFIC LUTHERAN COLLEGE vs. COLLEGE OF PUGET SOUND
April 9, 1926
Child Labor Question
C. P. S. Affirmative

C. P. S. N egatfoe

Maude Hague
Alice Garten
Jessie Munger

Arthur Allsworth
Bronson Smith
Minard Fassett
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ijJHE Oratorical Contest held in conjunction with the Annual Glee in
April was marked by great enthusiasm. The winning oration was
given by Arthur Allsworth, a member of the freshman class. His
subject, "The Economic Phase of National Progress," showed careful
thought and preparation. The second place was won by Ruth Dively, a
sophomore, who presented most effectively her oration, "The Upper
Room."
The college was not able this year to enter any contestants in an oratorical conference, but as many of the most ab'le speakers are returning in
the fall, it is hoped that such an opportunity may arise. There is every
reason to believe that the college will--win glory in oratory as well as in
debate and athletics.
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c7i'i"HE dramatic department announces two new features this year, namely,
\!.I,, a new coach and a dramatic club.
The coach, Miss Dorothea Vaught. has taken the place of Mrs. Hovious
and is carrying on the dramatic work very well indeed. Miss Vaught,
being new to the co'llege, has, of course, had many handicaps to overcome,
but this year the college will turn out more plays than it has for some time
previously.
The dramatic club is the active part of this department. It is a club
for the promotion of dramatic interest in the College and is open to everyone in the school. Besides providing special programs and features, of
which Fun Nite was an example, the club worked in conjunction with the
drama class to produce a group of one-act plays.
The drama class has not been idle either. Three one-act plays were
presented in Jones Hall Auditorium and later taken to Eatonville with
the proceeds going to help Pi Kappa Delta.
Once a year there is open season on try-outs for the AU-College play.
This year the dramatic department will present one of Shaw's "Pleasant"
plays-' 'You Never Can Tell." In spite of the doubt implied in the title,
the outlook for this production is very promising.
The cast of "You Never Can Tell" follows :
Valentine
Dorothy Clandon
Philip Clandon
Gloria Clandon
Mrs. Clandon
Crampton
McComas
Waiter
Bohun
Maid
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Goulder
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<77r HIS year, for the first time at the College of Puget Sound, the Spring
\!J,, Festival has been made an all-college event, and the Queen and Duke
have been chosen from the senior class at large by the entire student
body.
The high honor was bestowed upon Ellena Hart Goulder and as attendants of the queen were Margery Davisson and Hilda Melin. Eldon
Chuinard was elected Duke with Gard Shuler and Ernest Goulder as
Heralds.
The crowning of the May Queen comes as one of the final ceremonies
of the college year and is always eagerly anticipated by the student body.
Seventy-Eight
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given a good account of themselves last year the Men's Glee
Club of Puget Sound found it much easier to make this a successful
season. A large number -of men turned out at the beginning of the
year and their enthusiasm has been sustained. With the prospect of
several trips the men began their wark in earnest and the attendance at
rehearsals has been exceptional'ly good.
The first appearance was in South Tacoma, which, tho it was not
a formal concert was an excellent work-out of the program. The club
next apneared in Shelton and a little later at the Cushman Hospital. The
trip to Mossyrock and Randle will be long remembered by every member.
At Mossyrock there was a capacity house and after the program the men
were royally treated. At Randle the audience was not so large but very
appreciative and after the concert the men were again entertained in the
various homes. A concert was also given in the Methodist church of
Olylnpia.
The culmination of the season was the "home concert" in which every
man put forth his best effort to make the occasion a success. Judging
by the enthusiasm of the audience and the box receipts the program proved
more than successful. Further trips included Morton, Chehalis and
Napavine.
Prof. Harn,com, who has directed the club the past two years, not only
arranged an attractive program but composed some of the numbers. He
also assisted at the piano on the trips when no accompanist was available
from among the men of the school. Miss Willabelle Hoage very ably accomuanied the club at Olymuia and home concerts. The business affairs
of the club were in charge of George Durkee.
The cast of the one-act play "A Girl Made to Order" was:
Leo Durkee
"Lady" Clayton
Ronald Boyles
Puck
Paul Soper
Biscuits
Jesse Jensen
Dudley
Wen dell Brown
Mr. Elliott
The Instrumental Quartet consisted of: Violin, Franklin Johnson;
Flue, Anthony Arntson; Cello, Ronald Boyles, and Piano Prof. Hanscom.
The Double Quartet was: Lowell Wilson, Lloyd Hague, Leo Durkee,
Paul Soper, Clinton Hart, Wendell Brown, George Durkee and Ralph
Brown.
The other members were: Seabon Smith, Dale Ginn, Robert Burrows,
Fred Gysin, George Ward, Gordon Bradbury, Donald Searing, Walter Anderson, Thomas Dodgson and Fordyce Johnson.

~
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®iris' ®fot (!Iluh
President

Alice Rockhill

Secretary-Treasurer

Edith Jones

Librarian

Ina Coffman

v-?rHE Girls' Glee Club this year has been placed in a very difficult posi\!J, tion. Most of last year's members graduated so the problem arose of
building the club practically anew with more than three-fourths of its
members Freshmen. The club has in reality been working hard and has
accomplished a great deal, particularly in the direction of laying foundations for a strong club next year.
Aileen Somers was elected Secretary-Treasurer in the fall. When
with the spring semester it became necessary for her to withdraw from
the club, the Business Manager, Edith Jones, was requested by the President to assume the duties of the former office.
Mrs. Belle Bergman, director of the club during the first semester,
found it necessary to give up the work in March. The Glee Club wishes to
express its gratitude to Mrs. Bergman for her constructive work and its
appreciation to Prof. Fred Beidleman of the Conservatory of Music, who
so kindly consented to take her place and direct the girls.
The Glee Club has not appeared formally before the public or the students this year though all will remember the caroling on Christmas Eve.
However plans are now being made for chapel and commencement work in
the spring.
PERSONNEL

First Sopranos-Elva Belfoy, Lois Berringer, Leonora Bloomquist,
Alice Gartrell, Evetta Hall, Helen Jensen, Dorothy Gilmore, Lucille Notter,
Alice Rockhill.
Second Sopranos-Ina Coffman, Edith Jones, Mary Kizer, Frances
Martin, Jessie Munger, Catherine Stra_horn, Elizabeth Tillotson, Vera
Poelle.
Altos__;Beatrice Bemiss, Genevieve Bitney, Florence Bronson, Vera
Crail, Della Dreher, Mary Van Sickle.
Director-Fred Beidleman.
Accompanist-Verna McAulay .
. Eighty-Two
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lVhere the sunshine seems the brightest,
Where the rippling waters flow,
Where the mountains in their grandeur,
Bask in golden sunset glow_,
There's a college on the ·hilltop
Where m.y heart will ever be,
For her memories are my dearest,
Puget Sound, all hail to Thee.
2.
College days at dea1· old Puget :
How we love her stately halls,
All the beauty of the campus,
And each winding path that calls;
And we'll ne'er for get those friendships,
Ever lasting may they be,
As we pledge our true devotion,
Puget Sound, Our School, to Thee.
Eighty-Four
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v?rHE athletic season of 1925-~6 will forever be famous for many things
\U other than the record of wms that the teams made. Just which event
is of the greatest importance is hard to say for they all rank high in the
influence and bearing on future history.
The first outstanding thing of import was the opening of relations
with the University of British Columbia. Besides the novelty of meeting
an opponent from another country, Puget Sound had the distinction of
being the first school in the United States to play American football in
Western Canada.
Playing through a season not especially replete with games won, little
Puget Sound's football team met the powerful University of Washington
squad and accomplished the near impossible by putting over a touchdown
during the fourth quarter. This feat was greeted with astonishment all
over the country.
Soon after the finish of the football season the greatest advance in
the athletic history of the school was made. The College of Puget Sound
with five other small colleges organized into the Northwest Conference.
This step means that the coming years will see greater teams turned out to
represent our Alma Mater.
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To Coach R. W. McNeal the sports section of this 1926 Tamanawas
is most affectionately dedicated. In the short four years that "Mac" was
with the College of Puget Sound, Logger sports came up out of oblivion
to a most definite place of prominence among the colleges of the Pacific
Northwest. McNeal's is the fate of a true pioneer. He overcame great
obstacles, laid a solid foundation, and built up a system unexcelled for
its sportsmanship, fight, and daring. Now he must give way for the
College administration has decreed that Logger athletes must have a new
director.
Frankly speaking McNeal was a football coach of above the average
ability, a good basketball coach, a master baseball director, and an efficient fostructor of minor sports. He gave the best he had and that best
was directly responsible for what athletic prestige the College of Puget
Sound now enjoys.
His coaching was not the driving kind, it was not the affected kind,
nor was it the pleading kind; but it was the kind that made comrade out
of coach, team-mate out of tutor, the kind that taught more than just the
game, that rated fair play above victory, and that produced the unconquerable spirit of teams that counted not the odds.
"Mac," we will miss you, but we wish you all the, success in the
wor'ld in your future undertakings.
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Captain, Don Wellman
Lineup
Ed Schwarz, right tackle
Addison Shaw, right end
Gard Shuler, right end
Seabon Smith, left half
Gorddn Tatum, left end
Mike Thorniley, left tackle
Alden Thronson, left guard
Vern Votaw, right half
Don Wellman, quarterback
Frank Wilson, right half

William Allard, left end
Bruce Blevins, left tackle
Amos Booth, fullback
Leroy Browning, left guard
Morris Carson, center
Onie Hannus, right half
Carl Jenne, right guard
Bert Kepka, fullback
Harlan Leatherwood, center
Ernest Miller, right guard

Schedule and Results
Loggers
Loggers
Loggers
Loggers
Log·gers
Loggers
Loggers
Loggers

Ninety

-:. '

.•, ,

0

47
54
32
7
6

6

7

U. S. S. Oklahoma
Fort Lawton
Univ. of British Columbia
Linfield
Willamette
Pacific
Whitman
University of Washington

9

u

0
0
0
5

25
26

78
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DON WELLMAN
Quarter
Captain 1925
Weight 155
Class '26

BRUCE BLEVINS
Tackle
Captain 1923-4
Weight 193
Class '26

ED SCHWARZ
Tackle
Weight 185
Class '26 ·
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MIKE THORNILEY
Captain 1926
Tackle
Weight 165
Class '27

GARDNER SHULER
End

Weight 160
Class '27

LeROY BROWNING
Guard
Weight 170
Class '28

GORDON TATUM
End

Weight 160
·class '28

Ninety-Two
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AU:C'lSON SHAW
End
Weight 170
Class '29

ERNEST MILLER
Guard
Weight 168
Class '27

AMOS BOOTH
Full
Weight 170
Glass '29

SEABON SMITH
Half
Weight 155
Class '29

MORRIS CARSON
Center
Weight 160
Class '29

Ninety-Three
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, FRANK WILSON
Half
Weight 160
Class '29

ONIE HANNUS
Half
Weight 150
Class '29

VERNON VOTAW
Half
Weight 160
Class '29

BERT KEPKA
Full
Weight 160
Class '29

CARL JENNE
Guard
Weight 160
Class '26

Ninety-Four
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ltmHILE the football record of the 1925 season is not especially interest~ ing when one regards it with the view of counting up the number

of victories and losses, there are some phases of the season's activities that are worth mention. The Loggers succeeded in winning four games
out of the eight on their schedule. In doing this they ran up a total of
159 points to their opponent's 137. This total includes the game with the
University of Washington.
The team was not stronger than any other gridiron squad ever put
out by Puget Sound but it is doubtful if any previous team in school
history was as well known and had as many fans as the one of this year.
From the first of the season the Loggers adopted the slogan "Score on
the Huskies" and with this ever before them they worked up to that last
game with the powerful "Purple Tornado." Time after time when a
Maroon and White clad man almost succeeded in running free from the
grim line of Washingtonians the crowd to a man went mad only to see
some Husky down the Logger.
As the shadows in the Stadium were lengthening and the end of the
game was drawing near, the spectators saw a lone man, free from the
Husky, receive a ball thrown by a Maroon arm and ·accomplish that long
hoped for feat of scoring on the University of Washington.
All defeats and failures were forgotten in the realization of the
fondest hope of the College of Puget Sound football season.
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NORTHWEST CONFERENCE STANDINGS
Played
Whitman
6
College of Puget Sound 5
Willamette
8
Padfic
8
Linfie'ld
7
Frank Wilson-Captain
Wes ton Aldrich, forward
Bruce Blevins, guard
Dale Ginn, forward

Won
6
4
5
2
0

Lost
0
1

625

6

250
000

Clare Guest, center
Onie Hannus, guard
Addison Shaw, center
Frank Wilson, forward

Loggers 47 Vancouver Post
Loggers 18 Multnomah Club
Loggers 56 Camp Lewis
Loggers 41 Univ. of B. C.
Loggers 33 Whitworth
Loggers 39 Pacific
Loggers 33 Willamette
Loggers 54 Ore. State Normal
Loggers 37 Linfield
Loggers 27 Willamette
Loggers 22 Pacific
Loggers 28 Univ. of B. C.

Ninety-Six

3
7

Schedule and Results
14
22
20
16
18
21
29
16

17
28
20
21

Pct.
1000
800
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'ifil ASKETBALL was the first sport ever to be sponsored by the North-

~ west Conference in the College of Puget Sound. The formation of the
conference soon after the end of the football season made possible
a wide range of competition for the finest basketball team Puget Sound
has ever produced.
Fortunate in having several veterans back in the harness, Coach McNeal drilled and developed a smooth working machine that was enhanced
by several new men of exceptional ability .
A chance at the conference championship was almost in the hands of
the Loggers when an unfortunate defeat prevented its attainment. In spite
of the loss of the pennant Puget Sound's team achieved a record that wil'l
be hard to beat.
Throughout the season the Loggers ran up a total of 435 points to
the opposition's 242. These points were not made against weak teams but
against the colleges of the Northwest. Only two defeats were met with
throughout a strenuous season. One of these was by the margin of foul.1
points and the other by one point. It might be mentioned here that had
Willamette not beaten Puget Sound by one point, a tie for first place in
conference standings between Whitman and the College of Puget Sound
would have resulted.
The Loggers are losing only one player by graduation. That player is
"Horse" Blevins, who has four years of hard, clean basketball as his
record.
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v?i'ENNIS will have a hard season during the spring of 1926 at the College
\lJ,, of Puget Sound. Only one experienced man will be eligible for competition and with no outstanding prospects, the outlook is not promising.
Several good tournaments have been arranged and the team will be
entered at the conference meet at Whitman on May 21 and 22. Return
matches with last year's opponents will give the students an opportunity
to see several interesting meets. Reed Co'llege and Oregon Agricultural
College were among a number of schools met last year. They may travel
north and play the Loggers during the latter part of the season.
The absence of courts on the campus is a heavy handicap to the de-velopment of a strong team.
Ninety-Nine
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~HE College of Puget Sound possibly excells in no one sport as she
does in baseball. Since the arrival of Coach McNeal, the Loggers have
developed from a school that did not count baseball as one of their
sports to the position of having one of the finest teams in the Northwest.
The last statement can be proved by pointing to last year's showing
made against the best teams in the locality and especially against the
University of Idaho. Shortly before the latter met the College of Puget
Sound they had met and defeated the team of Washington State College.
They took on the Loggers, full of confidence and pride in their ability to
win and found that the little group of determined men guided by Coach
McNeal's wise head was just a little better than they were. The thrilling
memory of that game will long remain with the spectators who saw
eleven innings of tight baseball end with the Puget Sound Loggers on the
long end of a 2 to 1 score.
The 1926 season promises to equal and possibly excell that of the
previous year. Practically a complete team of experienced men with several
valuable additions are back on the diamond for practice. Coach McNeal
should develop the best team in the history of the school as his last official
act upon the College of Puget Sound.
Bruce Blevins, pitcher
Clare Guest, pitcher
Lester Wahlers, pitcher
Carl Jenne, pitcher
Elmer Beckman, catcher
Weston Aldrich, catcher
Ed Schwarz, first base
Vern Votaw, second base
Bert Kepka, second base
Dale . Ginn, third base
Frank Wilson, shortstop
Pete Carli, shortstop
Onie Hannus, outfielder
Gard Shuler, outfielder
Addison Shaw, outfielder.
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the first time in the athletic history of the coUege, Puget Sound
has had a ~mccessful track season. Coach Seward started training
his men early_ in the winter by a program of cross country runs that
brought out the latent talent that was in school. In spite of the difficulty
of working with a small number of men, the track team has been a good
one and has brought honor and reknown to the college.
The first intercollegiate track ever held in Tacoma was staged between the. University of British Columbia and the College of Puget
Sound. The Canadian team was an experienced one and predictions said
that the Loggers had no chance. However, the final score was 64½ points
to 69½.
Another meet with Bellingham has been arranged and in all prob ..
ability a conference meet wil-1 be entered at Willamette later in the season.

c'J

Reading from left to right-Coach Seward, Bob Weisel, Ralph Brown,
Onie Hannus, Addison Shaw, Sam Pugh, Ray Castlio, Douglas Hendel,
Glen Platt, Tony Arntson, Yates Van Patter, Fred Carruthers, Minard
Fassett, Herold Wade, Gordon Tatum, and Amos Booth. Track men not
in picture, Mark White, Lowell Wilson.
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MOT a little of the credit for the past athletic season is due to the yell
leaders who earnestly worked to instill pep and fight into the crowd
and the team .. Tony Arntson, Yell King, has proved that the yell leader
is an essential part of the college life. His activities have not been confined to athletics but have reached out and included all student body affairs. He has been ably assisted by Paul Soper, assistant leader, who
willingly gave his services to the cause of better school spirit.

~~
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~.1f; SPECIAL significance attaches it~elf_ to membershi.p in the Otlah C~u~
(:"' -the Women's Honorary orgamzat10n of the College. Three quahf1cations must be met by any girl before she is asked to join: First, a
scholastic average of 90 or more ; Second, womanliness ; and Third, service
to the College. On Scholarship Day at the close of their junior year the
new members are pledged to Otlah.
This year, with Miss Reneau as advisor, the club has made an interesting study of period furniture. The organization members in College are:
Margery Davi~son, Ingeborg Ekberg, Willabelle Hoage, Hilda Melin and
Alice Oksness.
Officers: President: Margery Davisson; Vice-President, Alice Oksness; Secretary, Willabelle Hoage.
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Bradley
Haw'ks~orth

Bitney
Gynn

E. Coffman
Longstreth
Hammerly

Hagedorn
Rockhill
Scofield

I. Coffman
Thayer
Galbraith

Oksness

v?rIS year has meant more to the Y. \V. C. A. than ever before, and we
\!J,, feel that we have definitely accomplished a great deal under the able
leadership of our president, Miss Ina Hagedorn ..
We have added to the equipment of our club room which has served
us very well. Our informal afternoon discussions have been of much interest and help to many. Our teas and "coseys" have added much to the
social life of every girl in the College.
Looking forward to the coming year,_we plan to emphasize more than
ever our national objective "We unite in the determination to live unreservedly Jesus' law of love in every relationship, and so to know God."
The newly elected officers are:
President, Erma Coffman; Vice-President, Ina Hagedorn; Secretary,
Kathryn Hammerly; Treasurer, Margaret Haley; Undergraduate Representative, Marion Gynn.
One Hundred Eight
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Johnson
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Manning
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Pugh Leatherwood
Beckman

INCE it stimulates and creates a feeling of brotherhood among men

~ students, the Young Men's Christian Association can without ex-

aggeration be called one of the most vital forces in the religious work
·of the college.
By means of the aid received from the Tacoma Community Chest, the
efficiency of the local ''Y" has been greatly increased and the club room
has been made quite attractive by the addition of a lounge and easy chairs.
Meetings have been held each Tuesday morning during the chapel
hour. Special speakers on the subject of vocational guidance have been
procured and the year's program has been of unlimited value to the men.
The Student Body has a need for the Y. M. C. A. on the campus and
the College "Y" has certainly met that need during the past year.
Officers-President: Henry Ernst; Vice-President, Franklin Manning; Secretary, Franklin Johnson; Treasurer, Harlan Leatherwood.
One Hundred Nine
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"Our purpose is to put more pep into the school through active
interest and service to every department."
<i?r'HUS is the new member greeted when she is welcomed into the Ladies
\LJ., of the Splinter. Organized three years ago for Freshman and Sophomore girls, this group has tried to support all the activities of Puget
Sound, and create a forceful, vital school spirit. Most of the work so far
has been done in support of College athletics. At all the games, the "Splinters" could be seen. ful'l of pep and enthusiasm for the "Loggers." The
"Splinters" are willing workers and can always be counted upon when
there is work to be done.· Decorations, eats, posters, and other things
essential to the success of school events are usually the task of the Ladies
of the Splinter.
This organization believes that a group working together under the
guidance of able leaders can accomplish more than individuals working
without unity. The aim of ''Splinter" is "Service" and the success which
has so far crowned her undertakings has been due largely to the splendid
and willing spirit of cooperation among her members.
One Hundred Ten
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v1rHE_Knights of the Log have completed their third year of service to
\l!, The College of Puget Sound. Organized in 1923, this club is an honorary fraternity of freshman and sophomore boys whose purpose is
the advancem~nt of all activities in which the College of Puget Sound
engages. Whenever they have been called upon, the members have given
generously and willingly of their time, helping in the different kinds of
work for the school.
Each Knight is required to do at least one hour of work a week
for the college. They have sold tickets, distributed posters, worked on the
college campus and done a hundred and one other things for which they
expect to receive little or no credit from the student body. Their value has
been generally recognized, however, for whenever there is work to be
done arornnd Puget Sound, the Knights of the Log are sou,ght and, needless to say, the work is done.
One Hundred Eleven
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/ti\ UR motto, "The evangelization of the world in my generation" is the

\!ti goal of each member of the Student Volunteer Group which is composed of those young people who have the purpose of serving Christ
on the foreign field. Student Volunteers are not so much a definite organization as a permeating influence and each Volunteer strives to serve
through other organizations by increasing Christian influence on the
campus.
This Commencement marks the close of a very profitable and happy
year for the group in the College of Puget Sound. Early in November,
eight of their number, with Professor and Mrs. Regester, enjoyed the
Retreat at Yeomalt, together with delegates from the other groups in the
Pacific Union. In the Thursday noon forum they have studied problems
to be met on the mission field, learning how others have solved these issues and attempting to develop individual thought and decision along these
lines. The monthly supper meetings have been well attended, most interesting, and have afforded an opportunity for each one to become better
acquainted with the other members and their life plans. Many deputation
services have been sponsored at the different churches in and near Tacoma, to which each Student Volunteer has contributed.
Members in college are: Edith Bowers, Lillian Burkland, Eldon
Chuinard, Ruth l}iveley, Ernest Goulder, El'lena Hart Goulder, Evetta
Hall, Clifford Haley, Margaret Haley, Ina Hagedorn, Frances Martin,
Mildred Martin, Glenwood Platt, Genevieve Stowe, Vincente Villafuerte
and Martha Ann Wilson.
Officers: President, Ellena Hart Goulder; Vice-President, Ernest
Goulder; Secretary-Treasurer, Genevieve G. Stowe.
One Hundred Twelve
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71f OR the first time in many years, the Col'lege of Puget Sound has on
c:'J its campus an organization which has as its aim the sponsoring and
producing of plays and dramatic programs. This is the new Dramatic
Club of the college, which was organized the first part of the school year,
with Paul Soper as its first president.
The need of an organization to sponsor and manage dramatics at the
college has been keenly felt for a long time. The members of Theta Alpha
Phi have done some wonderful work in taking care of this activity in the
past, but the fraternity is not a big enough organization to adequately
handle the work.
In the first year of its organization the club has put on several enjoyable programs. At the first of the year it presented "Fun Nite," a
varied and amusing vaudeville show. Later it put on three one-act plays.
Both of these programs were very well received. The plays were also
presented in several of the nearby towns.
In the spring semester the club put on two more programs of plays,
one with four short plays and the other with three.
Besides their work as a club, the members of the organization have
rendered valuable assistance to Miss Vaught, dramatic coach, and to the
committee in charge of the All-College Play by helping in the stage work,
properties, etc. Besides this, almost every member of the cast of the play
was a member of The Dramatic Club.
The new club has not had sufficient time to become well organized,
but if its activities this year are any indication of what it will do in the
future, we may expect great things from the Dramatic Club of Puget
Sound.
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Scienticians' Club is an honorary organization of college women
. who are majoring in science and have attained a high scholastic standing.
During the winter and spring months of this year the girls have met
at the homes of the various members for dinner and had discussions on
home nursing.
Two social affairs are held each year with the men of the Science
Club. This year the Science Club en~ertained the Scienticians at Canyada,
where a marvelous chicken dinner was served.
The membership this year includes: Margery Davisson, Kathleen
Westwood, Mildred Forsberg, Esther Peterson, Maude Ha,,gue, Esther
Rarey, Dorothy Leatherwood, Dorothy Henry, Evelyn Skreen, and our
Faculty advise, Miss Louisa McIntosh.
Officers ·1925-26: President, Margery Davisson; Vice-President,
Maude Hague; Secretary-Treasurer, Kathleen Westwood; Editor, Esther
Peterson.
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<7i'T'HE Science Club is an honorary organization whose chief aims are to
W, promote scientific interest and to encourage individual scientific research in the College. Active membership is limited to fifteen and is
comprised of those men who have done exceptional work in their specific
line of scientific study. The club may reasonably be thought of as a pool
of scientific knowledge wherein each member casts his particular contribution, and out of which all receive mutual benefit.
Meetings are held once a month, and in order that each one present
may be in the most congenial and receptive mood possible, it has been
customary to begin with a dinner, after which reports by different members on varied scientific topics are given.
Memories of a dinner given at Canyada Lodge by the Science Club
in honor of the Scienticians will long be cherished, and the thought of a
rigorous and excruciating examination given in Jones Hall on a certain
December evening will never cease to burn deep into the souls of those
concerned.
Officers : President, Fordyce Johnson; Vice-President, Theodore
Evans; Secretary-Treasurer, Russell Peterson.
One Hundred Fifteen
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INCE Theta Alpha Phi has so few members in school this year, it has
been unable to do much in direct dramatic work. Believing that more
could be accomplished by cooperation with the other dramatic branches
of the College, the fraternity entered whole-heartedly into the organization of the Dramatic Club and assisted greatly with class productions.
Theta Alpha Phi has exerted a great influence in dramatics at Puget
Sound and has done much toward choosing and producing the all-college
play "You Never Can Tell."
Feeling that success in its line of work can be attained, not through
striving for individual honor, but by promoting the best interests of the
play, Theta Aldha Phi sums up its belief in the statement-"The Play's
the Thing."
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'(URE outstanding achievement of Pi Kappa I>elta this year has been to
send a delegate to the National biennial convention which was held
at Estes Park, Colorado. Early in the year plans were made for raising
the necessary money. In December a formal concert was given which
presented several artists of note. and although the affair was not sup- ported as it should have been, yet, by means of the help of the Ladies of
the Splinter, Dramatic Club, Amphic, Philo, and Dr. Todd, the debate
fraternity was able to send Mildred Hawksworth as a delegate from
Puget Sound.
Pi Kappa Delta has to her credit the fact that one of her number,
Helen Olsen, served as debate manager of the A. S. C. P. S. this year
and that her other members have helped to complete a most successful
year in debate for the col'lege. At the annual spring banquet coming as
the climax of the forensic season the new Pi Kappa members were initiated.
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Time-Registration Day
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Place-Dormitory.

Crash! Bang! Shades of unlearned Caesar! The commotion is only
our friends arriving from their respective homes, to sample college life.
The taU, dark girl and the small blonde look at each other askance as if
to say, "I don't know you, but you look as if you really were someone. I
wond-er if I'll like you?" Each girl retires at night vowing that she will
scatter a few of her brilliant ideas, conned from small town high schools,
upon the College of Puget Sound. The head Mogul watches the moon disappear, and w<;mders how she will ever manage this tribe of fifteen girls.
Time-9 :30 P. M.

Place-Study Hall.

Sh! Let us look. Isn't that a huge cake with candles on it. Oh! How
many candles are there? That would be telling, but by the happy and mischievous smiles adorning the girls' faces we know that someone is at least
a day older than she was yesterday. The styles and various hues of the
night attire to be seen would be justice to the latest "Vogue." Let the Pajama party progress!
DORMITORY MEMORIES
Pear orchard, Sunday night lunches, washing windows, Ha'llowe'en
Party, mothballs, onions, salt, ford-ride, "Good-night Ladies," cloves and
perfume, Bingo, mistletoe, davenport, color post, bed fines, doorbell,
Proctor 495, St. Patrick's party, Proctor 91, Shamrock.
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11 MPHICTYON started on i~s year of j~ys and tri~ls early la~t SeptemC \. ber with pep and enthusiasm. Our literary society has given to us
not oply valuable experience in Public Speaking but also many friendships which we could not otherwise have had.
Amphictyon is one of the bright spots in campus life to "Am phi cs"
and except for the fear of an impromptu, which has caught the unsuspecting member more than once, we look forward to Monday nights with
pleasure for the fun and good fellowship they bring.
Our programs have been educational and entertaining as well, and
our good times have not been confined to regular social dates. If you want
to make an Amphic laugh, just say "Jingle Bells," "ketchup," or "parliamentary drill." Apples from Mr. Brooke have also added to our enjoyment.
Early in the year the pledges learned the Amphictyon ideals of Friendship, Leadership, and Democracy, at the beautiful pledge ceremony.
The annu~l pledge banquet, which was held at the Hotel Winthrop,
was a great success in the number of members present, and the entertaining program given. It made us anticipate future dates, which included
the Alumni Banquet and Second Degree Initiation.
We will lose some of our best members at Commencement this year,
but we wish for them the best of success in the work they plan to do,
and hope that they will return to visit us in later years.
The officers who have had a large part in making this a successful
year for Amphictyon are :
President, Wendell Brown; Vice-President, George Durkee; Secretary, Mildred Hawksworth; Corresponding Secretary, Kathryn Hammerly; Treasurer, Donald Searing! Sergeant-at-arms, Dale Ginn; Historian,
Margaret Scofield; Chaplain, Bronson Smith
"Amphictyon! Amphictyon! We'll ne'er forget those hours we spent
with you."
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the addition of many new pledges last September, the number

~ and spirit of the Philomathean Literary Society have been consider-

ably reinforced.
This year, in spite of the fact that the older members have missed
those social events which once belonged to the "good old days," the Philos
have had many jolly times. The first of these was a party in December
at the home of Frances and Mildred Martin. Also, during Christmas vacation, Mr. and Mrs. Slater entertained the society with two parties at
their home. Next came the hike on New Year's Eve, when nine brave Philos
set out through the fog for Titlow Beach, however the result was well
worth the effort, thev say.
The outstanding event of the year, of course, is always Third Degree Initiation, and here the pledges demonstrated their ability to stand
up under psychological strain imposed upon them.
Another hike, this time in clear weather, and a successful program at
the Community House complete the list of this year's notable events.
Officers-First Semester: President, Paul Lung; Vice-President,
Sam Pugh; Secretary, Marion Gynn; Treasurer, Robert Burrows; Sergeant-at-arms, Torrey Smith.
Second Semester: President, Sam Pugh; Vice-President, Maude
Hague; Secretary, Alice Edwards; Treasurer, Robert Burrows; Sergeantat-arms-Crawford Turnbull.
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ITH the close of the fall semester the Altrurian Literary Society
celebrated its first anniversary as an organization in the College of
Puget Sound. Living up to its motto, "Non Sibi, Sed Aliis" it has ~1ot
only established itself firmly, but also contributed toward the life of the
college. Owing to the lack of available rooms, Altrurian has been compelled to hold its meetings in the music room. It is with a great deal of
expectancy that we are looking forward to securing a permanent meeting
place next fal1.
Our programs this year have been unusually interesting and have
covered a wide range of subjects. The addition of many new members
contributed much to the success of the programs. We were especially
honored by having Dr. Marvin speak on Berlin. The regular weekly meetings have been peppy, amusing, and filled with plenty of fine literary
work. We feel that they have added much to the knowledge of our members.
Debating was one of the most interesting phases in the life of Altrurian this year. The ability shown by Signe Johnson, Hulda Johnson,
Constance Thayer and Vincente Villafuerte won for us the right to compete with the Philomathean Literary Society for the N ewbegin Debate
trophy. Indeed, so capable did Signe and Hulda Johnson prove themselves,
that the trophy now rests in our possession for the coming year.
The social side of Altrurian life has by no means been neglected. A
banquet held at the Hotel Winthrop furnished the first social event of the
year. It was one that wi11 long be remembered by the members for the
quality of its entertainment. Plenty of fun was to be had at the informal
party held shortly after the Christmas vacation at the home of Lotte Lancaster. The new Altrurians especially enjoyed this affair, as it helped
them to become acquainted with the old members.
Altrurian will lose some of its most valued members at Commencement this year. Although we regret very much to see them leave, we wish
them the best of luck in their life's work and hope that they will take
away with them many happy memories of the Altrurian Literary Society.
Officers-First Semester: President, Hulda Johnson; Vice-President,
La Verne Brannon Baker; Secretary, Leona Naser; Treasurer, Edna
Knuppe; Sergeant-at-arms, Vincente Villafuerte.
Second Semester: President, George Firth; Vice-President, Constance
Thayer; Secretary, Lotte Lancaster; Treasurer, George Ward; Sergeantat-arms, Lowell Wilson.
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v7r HE Pa;n-Hellenic C~uncil is composed of two representatives f~?m each
\ti,, sorority: the president and one elected member. The Council draws
up the rush rules and deals with all problems concerning inter-sorority
relations.
Officers-First Semester: Ellena Hart Goulder, President. Delta
Alpha Gamma: Margery Davisson, Dorothy Henry. Lambda Sigma Chi:
Winifred Longstreth, Ellena Hart Gould er. Kappa Sigma Theta: El'la
Purkey, Wilhelmina Van den Steen.
Second Semester-Margery Davisson, President. Delta Alpha Gamma: Willabelle Hoage, Margery I>avisson. Lambda Sigma Chi: Winifred
Longstreth, Ellena Hart Goulder. Kappa Sigma Theta: Mildred Forsberg,
Gladys Carlson.
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ijJHE Inter-fraternity Council is the legislative body representing the
interests of the fraternities and Fraternalism upon the Puget Sound
campus. It consists of two representatives appointed from each fraternity to meet at its councils. The Inter-fraternity Council deals with
rushing and pledging and is the final acting body in Inter-fraternity relations.
Herold Wade-President
Donald Searing-Secretary
Sigma Zeta Epsilon-Clinton Hart, Wende'll Brown. Sigma Mu ChiHerold Wade, Ernest Gould er. Delta Kappa Phi-Donald Searing, Lloyd
Hague. Alpha Chi Nu-Robert Weisel, Clare Guest.
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the leadership of our presidents, Miss Margery Davisson and
Miss Willabelle Hoage, the past year has been a very busy and happy
one for A'lpha Gamma.
Due to postponement of rushing to the second semester, we did more
entertaining than usual the first semester. The one formal affair of the
year was the Parent-Faculty Reception in December, given at the Tacoma
Woman's Club House. The decorations and program carried out the
Christmas motif.
We also gave a houseparty; a tea for the women of the Facutly; a
luncheon in honor of our two new advisers : Miss Helen Geiger and Mrs.
Winifred Burnside; a theater party and "spreads" too numerous to
mention.
The second semester found us caught in a whirl of rushing. We are
very proud of_ our alumnae who gave the delightful dinner at the Hotel
Winthrop for us. Equally proud are we of our p'ledges.
Alpha Gamma stands not only for good times but also for scholarship and student body activity. We have ranked above all other organizations in college in our scholarship. Among our members are found the
presiaent and secretary of Otlah Club: the president of Scienticians; the
vice-president of A. S. C. P. S.; the music manager; the treasurer of
Theta Alpha Phi ; and members of Otlah, Scienticians, Theta Alpha Phi,
literary societies, Ladies of the Splinter, and Judiciary Council.
We are very grateful to Miss Geiger and Mrs. Burnside for the advice and help they have given us this year. Their assistance has been invaluable to us.
~
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Margery Davisson

Willabelle Hoage

Marilou Bechaud

Dorothy Henry

Rosemary Witlmann
Marvel Wandell

Alice Edwards
Dorothy Knight

Hulda Johnson
Vera Blekkink
Helen Jens en

Vera Landers

Alice Raymond
Virginia Sehon

Martha Shaw
Aileen Austin

DeLona Calahan

Eunice McLean

Helen Elder
Madonna Haubner
Not Shown
Dorothy Van I-loosen
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<771' HE Pan-Hellenic Council is composed of two representatives from each
\!.l, sorority: the president and one elected member. The Council draws
up the rush rules and deals with all problems concerning inter-sorority
relations.
Officers-First Semester : Ellena Hart Goulder, President. Delta
Alpha Gamma: Margery Davisson, Dorothy Henry. Lambda Sigma Chi:
Winifred Longstreth, Ellena Hart Goulder. Kappa Sigma Theta: Ella
Purkey, Wilhelmina Van den Steen.
Second Semester-Margery Davisson, President. Delta Alpha Gamma: Willa belle Hoage, Margery I>avisson. Lambda Sigma Chi: Winifred
Longstreth, Ellena Hart Goulder. Kappa Sigma Theta: Mildred Forsberg,
Gladys Carlson.
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Hart
Brown
Wade
Gould er
Searing Hague
Guest Weisel

{ITHE Inter-fraternity Council is the legislative body representing the
interests of the fraternities and Fraternalism upon the Puget Sound
campus. It consists of two representatives appointed from each fraternity to meet at its councils. The Inter-fraternity Council deals with
rushing and pledging and is the final acting body in Inter-fraternity relations.
Herold Wade-President
Donald Searing-Secretary
Sigma Zeta Epsilon-Clinton Hart, Wende'll Brown. Sigma Mu ChiHerold Wade, Ernest Goulder. Delta Kappa Phi-Donald Searing, Lloyd
Hague. Alpha Chi Nu-Robert Weisel, Clare Guest.
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Margery Davisson

Willabelle Hoage

Marilou Bechaud

Dorothy Henry

Rosemary Widmann
Marvel Wandell

Alice Ed wards
Dorothy Knight

Hulda Johnson
Vera Blekkink
Helen Jensen

Vera Landers

Alice Raymond
Virginia Sehon

Martha Shaw
Aileen Austin

DeLona Calahan

Eunice McLean

H elen Elder
Madonna Haubner
Not Shown
Dorothy Van I-loosen
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,tl NOTHER eventful year is drawing to a close and to the history of

C '-

Lambda Sigma Chi another chapter of pleasure, inspiration and success has been added.
With sixteen of our girls back in September we lacked nothing of
life and enthusiasm. Our first achievement was our sorority room in the
tower of Jones Hall and surely it can tell many a secret of spreads, court
scenes, and other thrilling moments. Our kid party with Sigma Mu Chi
is unforgettable as well as the Sealth house party in the spring when we
directed our fifteen pledges in the way of the "straight and narrow."
But Lambda Sigma Chi stands not for fun alone. Our girls have proved their loyalty to Puget Sound by their service in school affairs, for they
may be found in every branch of student activity on the campus.
Eight of our girls are leaving the chapter this June at Commencement. Though we shall miss them we are thankful for the priceless fellowship that we have had together and we trust that these. years in Lambda
Sigma Chi will to a great extent have broadened and enriched their lives.
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Evelyn Skreen

Winifred Longstreth

Genevieve Bitney

Ellena Goulder

Esther Peterson
:Mildred Hawksworth

Kathryn Hammerly

Norma Huseby

Margaret Short

Hazel Mort

Marion Gynn
Maude Hague

Kathleen Westwood

Lois Berringer

Alice Rockhill

Alice Sprague

Mildred Martin

Helen Olsen

Frances Martin

Evetta Hall

Josephine Day
Margaret Haley
Elizabeth Jones
Verna McAulay
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Martha Ann Wilson
Marjorie Burrows

Jennie Dougan
Winifred Gynn
Dorothy Gilmore

Elizabeth Tillotson
Isabel Rosmond
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APP A Sigma Theta girls have had a year of interesting events. Happy
have been the days of comradeship the sorority has brought to each
of its members. They have striven to carry out in deeds the meaning
of the symbols they wear.
A house all their own, even though it was for just one month, awakened their hopes in a permanent home and started a fund for such. There,
dishwashing, cleaning, and cooking were pleasures.
Their season of social activity began in December with a progressive
dinner such as only the Sigma Thetas can give. Then in Christmas vacation came that houseparty that will ever be remembered by the three who
received their first degree initiations there.
The last qf January found the Sigma Thetas recovering from their
final exams at a slumber-party at Puyallup. Interesting plans for rushing
were being formulated.
During the rush season with its tea, spread, banquet and '49 dates,
they had a busy time. Their goal was achieved in the announcement of the
pledges.
A violet luncheon and alumnae banquet besides many informal afhave been enjoyed and th2 Kappa Sigma Theta girls can pleasantly recall
this most eventful year.
Along with the social pleasures have come the pleasures of achievement. Sigma Thetas are workers for their alma mater. In many fields of
activity one will find them: athletics, dramatics, debate and music.
Thus the Kappa Sigma Thetas c'lose their year with ambitious plans
for the new one.
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Ella Purkey

Mildred Forsberg

Edith Jones

Ruth Monroe

Aileen Somers

Gladys Carlson

Margaret O'Connor

Constance Clark

Vivian Kruzner

Wilhelmina Van den Steen

Esther Rarey

Margaret Scofield

Florence Bronson
Una Stewart

Elsbeth Scheibler

Florence Mackey

Lucile Phillips
Ruth Scheyer

Constance Thayer
Leonora Bloomquist

Elva Belfoy

Dorothy Leatherwood

Vera Blix

Rosalie Robbins
Gertrude Hess

Doris Wilson
Lillian Burkland
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izl LPHA Chi Nu has completed another successful year on the campus.
(:' \ Weakened at the first of the year by the loss of several prominent
members, the fraternity was greatly handicapped but in the spring
many valuable new men were pledged and the organization is now on a
firm footing.
Social life as we'll as fraternalizm has ever been the aim of this
fraternity. Social functions are sincerely endorsed by Alpha Chi Nu.
Earnest support of student activities is emphasized and required of
each member. Many and various are the activities at school in which
these men are earnestly engaged.
Alpha Chi Nu as a fraternity, and each man as an individual, heartily
support the policies of the College of Puget Sound.
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Arling Hageness

Robert Weisel

Edward Schwarz
Raymond Smith

Howard Larkin
Pete Carli

Clare Guest

Ray Castlio

Russell Peterson
Gordon Samuelson
John Fitts

Norvel Norton
Helrnar Roen

Jack Rees

Not Shown
Morris Carson
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Arthur Swanson
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q-tj;APPY in the acquisition of our long anticipated fraternity house, and
~ encouraged in the success of this objective, Delta Kappa Phi is pressing ever onward to new achievements, In the possession of our fraternity home we have realized more and more the meaning of brotherhood and the unity born of common ideals and interests.
It is our constant aim to improve the scholastic standards of our
brotherhood, and by so doing, support the standards of our Alma Mater.
But life has not been all toil and study during the past year, and the
men of Eye and Torch have many pleasant memories of times spent together when the cares of study and "Nork have been laid aside for a: while.
Delta Kappa Phi is losing one of its well known members this year,
Ensley Llewellyn through his appointment to West Point. For several
year$ past, Mr. Llewellyn has been a member of the National Guard of
this state, holding commissions in both the cavalry and aviation branches
of the service. At Puget Sound he has taken an active part in frater~1ity
affairs, was . active in the Knights. of the Log and held the position of
advertising manager for the Puget Sound Trail. The best wishes of his
brothers of Delta Kappa Phi follow him where ever he may go.
As the years go by, may the fraternity ever gain a broader view of
brotherhood, not only among the members themselves, but as an organization among other organizations for the advancement of our Alma Mater.
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')tf PON the everlasting tablets of the Hall of Fame are this year inscribed
~

four new names, and into the opening arms of the great Fraternity
of the World were welcomed four new members.
Eldon Chuinard, Herold Wade, Forrest Tibbitts and Harold Nelson.
The finest and sincerest qualities of Sigma Mu Chi have been constantly
revealed through the lives of these men upon the campus of our college.
We congratulate you all for your record of service here, and send you from
the portals of the college with the sincerest acclaim and deepest good
wishes of Sigma Mu Chi. ··
In many respects this year has been the most successful page in the
history of o·ur fraternity. Merely to repeat the names of the men who uphold the ideals of Sigma Mu Chi is enough to reveal the character of the,
work of this organization for the College of Puget Sound.
We believe that the inspiration of a group of Christian men, bound
together by ties of common interests and common sympathies, is a most
potent factor in the shaping of the destinies and outlook of any group
on earth. We further believe that the inspiration of the individual is to
a large degree derived from the brotherly association and congenial spirit
of friendship that every true fraternity possesses. The so'le purpose of
Sigma Mu Chi is to promote the welfare of the college by enriching the
lives of the individual members with the fraternal spirit and brotherly
attitude toward all.
We look hopefully into the future and anticipate with delight cooperation with all other organizations and individuals toward greater achievement and higher honor for our Alma Mater.
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Herold Wade

JJfrakrnittJ

Harold Huseby

Eldon Chuinard
Ernest :Miller

Morton Johnson

Torrey Smith

Kenneth Bohn
Dale Ginn

Leo Durkee

Mark White

Robert Burrows

Preston Wright

James Boze

Harry Thorson
Elverton Stark

Ralph Brown

Douglas Hendel

Minard Fassett

Thomas Dodgson

Glenwood Platt

Edgar Sizer

~ot Shown
Merrill Ginn
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1926, and the men who entered in 1922 are now departing
from our active chapter. Four of them are now commencing the
hardest battle they have ever fought. Throughout their four years ~t
Puget Sound they have played their part in school activities and in fraternity affairs. The organization will miss them next year but to them
we wish the best of success in whatever they may attempt to do.
This past year has been a memorable one for Sigma Zeta Epsilon.
Many have been the arguments, but to the men who really b2lieve in
fraternal spirit, they have served only to bind us more closely together.
Regardless of the divergence of opinion that may exist among the
members on some subjects, we stand united in our belief in our organization and in each other. However the year has not been one of work
only. Many have been the good times the group has had and our annual
trip to Canyada will long remain fresh in our memories.
Those who in the past have been members of Sigma Zeta Epsilon
have set a high standard for the organization to meet, but with the new
group of men who have become members there is no doubt that the organization will continue to prosper and the future will be even greater
than the past.
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:Mike Thorniley

Bruce Blevins

Donald Wellman

Allison Wetmore

Wendell Brown

Fordyce Johnson

Harry Parker
An1lwny Arntson

Gard Shuler

Harlan Leatherwood

F. A. McMillin, Adviser
Gordon Tatum

Kenneth Harding
Jesse Jensen
Ted Bankhead

Alden Thronson

Alvin Bahlke
Fred Carruthers

Crawford Turnbull

Amos Booth

Walter Anderson

Bert Kepka

Elmer Austin

Onie Hannus

Not Shown
Addison Shaw
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May 20th, 1926.
Dear Margy,
Your letter has just come. I'm absolutely thrilled to
think that you may come to C. P. S. next year, and I'll
try to answer all your numerous questions at once. I shall
send a catalogue, but I know that isn't the information
that you really want, so here goes to tel1 you all about
everything that has happened this year.
First of all was registration, on Wednesday and
Thursday, September 9th and 10th. It seemed grand to
be back and say "hello" to all the people we hadn't seen
since June ..· You can imagine all the talking! Friday was
Matriculation Day, and of course everybody was there. All
those who missed each other on registration day made up
for it after the exercises, and one might have thought
he was at a reception instead of a dignified institution for
higher learning. This was also the day for the celebrated
"Bean Feed." Everyone was supposed to keep his place
in line, but I'm afraid several innocent new inmates of
the green variety lost their plates of beans by carelessly
leaving them on the table while on a search for silverware. Besides the general ''how-de-do's" and the Bean
Feed, we were supposed to go to classes for a little while.
Some of us djd, too.
On September 18, the Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. C.
A. had a mixer as they always do in the fall. This year's
was certainly a success, on account of the jolly games.
The first important football game of the season came
on October 10th, when our team played the University
of British Columbia for the first time. Our students made
a great hit up there, and they surely made a good impression on our bunch; they showed such a spirit of
friendliness and good sportsmanship. They had not been
playing American football very long, so our team undertook to instruct them a little. That game was the beginning of competition between the two schools in several
lines.
On October 13th, the Y. W. C. A. gave a tea for all
the girls in the college. It was held at President Todd's
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residence, so all those who weren't afraid of the august
presence went, and those who were afraid went because
they were afraid not to, and a good time was enjoyed
by all, as the saying is. It really was a lovely tea, and gave
a good opportunity for the girls to get acquainted.
Friday night, October 16th, was the Debate banquet
at the Winthrop Hotel. Since not only the debaters, but
all interested in debate were invited, and perhaps because
the Hotel had been recently finished, it was quite a success.
Saturday, the 17th, after the Linfield Game, the
Freshman class had a theatre party at the Rialto. That
was the week that Harold Lloyd was here in the "Freshman." Wasn't that show a scream? The Frosh sang a
Freshman song to the tune of "Collegiate."
October 24 we played the Willamette Bearcats in
the Stadium. Compared to most of our games, I'll have
to admit it was a punk game. The atmosphere was a
beautiful mixture of wind, rain, and sand, enough to
make anyone feel crabby, and there was so much arguing
on both sides, that some of the spectators thought they
had wandered into a debate by mistake. We won the
game, 7-5.
October 30th was Hallowe'en again this year. Some
wise cracker referred to it as the "separating of the
sheets from the ghosts."
The last day of October our team played a thrilling
game with Pacific University at Forest Grove. Quite a
bunch drove down from C. P. S., and did some noble
rooting for their Alma Mater.
The 13th of November (although it was Friday, the
13th,) the Dramatic Club put on "Fun Night"; and take
it from me, Margy, it was good. I could rave about the
keen orchestra, or the play, but suffice it to say that they
put on a very clever program.
As part of the preparation for the big event of the
season, the game with the University of Washington, we
held our annual Night Shirt Parade on the 20th, the night
before the game. We met at the gym for a Pep Rally. The
Frosh boys made a huge pile for the bonfire which is
always part of the celebration. We all stood around the
fire, giving yells and singing school songs, and then went
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down town and paraded the streets. I believe most everyone knew by the time we got through that there was to be
a game the next day. The howling mob was finally quieted in the Rialto theatre by some picture, no dobut a very
thril1ing one; I don't remember.
Saturday, November the twenty-first, nineteen hundred and twenty-five, the C. P. S.-U. of W. game began
at 2 :00 o'clock before a big crowd. Although the U. scored a couple of times (in fact earned some 97 points)
there is only one fact worth mentioning, and that is that
the impossible happened, and there was something instead of the expected goose egg on the other end of the
score. The justly famous "Wilson to Shuler" pass carried
the ball over the Huskies' line for a touchdown. The
crowd simply went mad, as you can imagine they would
over such an achievement. It made every Logger heart
thrill to see "Loggers score on Huskies" for the headline
Sunday morning, and even the Seattle papers gave us
a good write-up. At 6 :30 that evening we celebrated Home
Coming at the gym. Henry Ernst as the leading character in the Dean's Nightmare proved to be the hit of
the evening.
The weeks just before Christmas vacation were busy
ones at C. P. S. On December 3d, they had the football
banquet. Friday, the 4th of December, an excellent concert was put on in the college auditorium for the benefit of our chapter of Pi Kappa Delta, national debate
fraternity. On the 5th, the Play Production c'lass put on
three one-act plays. Monday, December 14th, the Otlah
Club Women's honorary, gave a tea at the Women's Cottage, and the 15th was the Y. W. C. A. tea. These both
included all the college girls.
Our debate teams met Pacific University on December 11th, with debates both at C. P. S. and at P. U. on the
Child Labor question. We won a unanimous decision here
and lost by only one vote there, so we felt very much
encouraged.
December 17th, the Faculty had a Christmas Party
at the Commons. Naturally I was not there, but judging
from the interesting decorations and the beautiful tree,
it must have been fun.
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I>ecember 18. Red-letter day-Christmas Vacation
began!
On the 6th of January, just after we came back
from vacation, we had a women's debate with the University of British Columbia on the question of International
War Debts, a team from each school traveling. Don't
ask who won; what's a decision more or less?
January 8th, Friday, we had our first All-College
Night. A basketball game with Camp Lewis was the first
event of the evening, with our team corning out on the
long end of a 56-20 score. You should have seen the
toss-up for possession of the ball between Blevins and
an unusually short man from Camp Lewis. Mutt and
Jeff were decidedly over shadowed. After the game, the
crowd adjourned to the auditorium for an entertaining
program.
January 11th was the Inter-society debate between
Altrurian and Phi'lomathean Literary Societies, with Al~
trurian winning the decision.
Wednesday, January 20th, Tatum won the Crosscountry run, proving that ' 'cross country runners don't
make good students" (according to the debaters in the
Mock Debate the next day). The decision on the Mock
Debate was that neither side was right! The debaters were
impersonating four of the faculty members, and did some
pretty clever imitating.
On the 23rd of January, our team went to visit the
U. of B. C., again, this time
basketball. Our game,
41-16.
January 27 to 29 were final exams. Nice time!·
The Y. W. and Y. M. got up an all-college theatre
party for the 30th of January. The money raised went
toward the Student Friendship Fund, so we had our good
time in a good cause.
You've always been so crazy about basketball that
you'll be glad to know we had a very good season this
year. We lost only one game, the one with Willamette
at Salem, by a score of 28-29. The first Willamette ,game,
played here on February 11th, was a regular thriller,
the last few minutes making the game ours, with the
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score 33-29. The basketball schedule this year included all
of the conference teams, and a few others besides. We
met most of the same teams in Baseball, too, but you'll
think we don't have anything but ball games, if I describe
them all.
We registered for the second semester on Monday
and Tuesday, the 1st and 2nd of February. The end of the
same week, February 5th, was Student Body election.
Fraternity and Sorority rushing came the second semester this year, the Sororities' affairs during the week
ending February 20th, and the Fraternities three weeks
later.
We had Campus Day on March 11th (no classes!)
One team worked raking the track, so that the runners in
the Class Meet that afternoon could get around the track
without stubbing their toes on the boulders. The great
accomplishment of the day was the progress made on the
new tennis courts. This was the day of the FroshSoph Tug O' War through the fire hose. Talk about
cold showers !
March 17th, the Men's Glee Club gave their Home
Concert, with several terribly funny skits. They have
worked up a good club this year. The next day we had
another debate, a triangular with Willamette University
and Linfield ·college, and we won both with unanimous
decisions.
On Saturday, March 20th, we had our first big
track meet in the Stadium. It was an international meet
with the _U. of B. C., and our team did good work, but
they did just a little better !
From March 26th to April 5th we .had Spring Vacation. You know we would never object to that.
Two more debates came the first of April-on the
2nd with the University of Southern California, and a
no decision debate on the 5th with Colorado College.
April 14th was Cap and Gown Day, with the Senior
Class on "dress parade." We had our Annual Glee on
April 16th, and the All College Banquet at the Tacoma
Hotel on the 23d.
The two big events in May so far were the May
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Festival, and the A11-College Play. The play was produced last week, on May 21st, and was even better than
last year's.
Say, by the way, Margy, why can't you come down
next week and stay through commencement? The Final
Chapel is scheduled for May 31st, and the rest of the week
will be full of fun, in spite of the slight interruption of
final exams June 2d to 4th. Baccalaureate Sunday will be
June 6th, and the Commencement Day Exercises June 9th.
Do come if you possibly can. Maybe this sounds more like
a list than a letter, but all this news will mean more to
you after you're a little acquainted with C. P. S. yourself.
When you add to all these main events the many affairs of all the different organizations, no wonder we sometimes change college "days" to college ''daze"!
Write "tout de suite" that you can come.
With love,
Lou.
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ANOTHER SHOT AT THE
FUTURE
COLLEGE OF PUGET SOUND
IN 1946
The Sigma Zeta Epsilon has
definitely blackballed Joe Biceps
from any chance of Membership in
its organization. Such action was
taken, it is rumored, because of
his turning out for Football. The
Sigma Zeta boys will not tolerate
any demonstration of athletic inclinations.
Spruce Spavins was declared a
professional today, by Dean Henry. It has just leaked out that
Spavins played Marbles for Keeps
during the Summer of 1906.
The Loggers' Chess Team will
receive a serious set back this
year, when Addison Shaw, Champion since 1926, graduates.
Bones found buried on the Campus by Prof. Topping's Archaeology Class have been definitely
identified as not being parts of
the Piltdown Man, but as evidence
of the resourceful nature of Jiggs,
a Bull pup of days gone by.
Plans are being made to put
the second story on Science Hall
this summer.
As a token of regard for umphty umph years of continuous service, Mr. Swayze has been presented with a new Lawnmower.
Donald X. Searing returned to
his Alma Mater today. His Chapel
talk, "What Delta Kappa Phi has
meant to Me," was warmly received.
G 1 ads tone McTestament, a
pledge of the Alpha Chi Nu FraOne Hundred Seventy

ternity, fell from the velocipede
upon which he was riding and
sustained a compound fracture of
his suspenders.
MIKLOPEDIA'S GUESSING
CONTEST
Headlines of -the Hereafter
Final Returns Give Chuinard
Plurality for Lamp-post Inspector.
Blevins Batted from the Box.
Nelson New President of Russia.
K. 0. Tibbetts New Heavyweight
Champ.
Yost Wins Contest for Longest
Theme.
Miller and Thorniley Tie in
Beauty Contest.
White Wins Sack Race.
Jenne Credits Longevity to Tanlac.
Brown Cast as "Sherlock" in
"The Merchant of Venus."
Fassett, on Bicycle, Negotiates
Mill in 4 Flat.
Seward Arrested for Speeding.
S'la ter Joins Mack Sennett.
Schwarz Defendant in Bigamy
Suit.
Henry's Speech Rocks Audience.
Jensen Gets 90 Days for Vagrancy.
Soper Throws Strangler Lewis.
Todd New Prexy at Vassar.
OUR VIEWS ON THE
CURRICULUM
Nor,mal Music: The science of
getting Doh separated from Mee.
Bothersome on Spring Afternoons.
Prerequisites: A Singing Voice
and Knowledge of when to Pipe

Tamanawas
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eMICHAEL ("Mike") THORNILEY
1926 Football Captain Elect
WEARING THE

~~SUPERIOR SWEATER
AW ARD ED HIM AS A LETTER WINNER BY

College of cpuget Sound
The Olympic Knitting Mills, Inc.,
("End of the Old Oregon Trail"),
Olympia, Washington, manufacturers
Wil Wite Master and Superior Sweaters. No other knitting mill in the country produces sweaters the equal of
these.
Fine strands of pure virgin
worsted wool are twisted into heavy
cables. These cables are tightly knitted
into the garment fabric. This accounts
for the more-than-ten years of normal
wear in every Wil Wite Master Sweater-for the more-than-five years of
wear in every Wil Wite Superior
Sweater.

Hand lacing eliminates the customary shoulder seam. Armholes and
sleeves are full-fashioned-sleeves are
"set-in" by hand. Pockets are hand
la,ced and anchored. Hems, cuffs and
braids are also hand laced. There is a
tremendous difference between the
craftsmanship required to make a Wil
Wite Master or Superior Sweater and
.t he machine effort that suffices for
the best customary shaker sweater.
When a High School or College awards
its Letter Winners genuine Wil Wite
Master or Superior Sweaters, it awards
the finest sweaters that money can
buy.
One Hundred Seventy-One
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THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, N. A.

II

!

·1

(A National Bank)

Eleventh and Broad,vay

•

!•

.

Tacon1a, \Vash.

I
!
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•

I•
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Down.
"
History of Ed. : Experimenting
to Discover who invented Education, and Why did he do it. No
chance to Sleep. Roll taken every
day. Try and get near a Window.
Beware the Front Pews.
Chemistry: The Art of Causing
Fearful Odors and Losing the
Appetite thereby~ · Join the H 2S
Club.
Geology: Study of Cobblestones
and Irish Confetti. Experiments in
Rock-crushing. Practice in Making Big Ones into Little Ones.
Good-natured Prof. but boulders
make hard pillows.
Astronomy: Study of Moon.
Bring your own Glasses. (Don't
get this mixed up) .
Sociology: All about Jails and
Penitentiaries. A Warning to EvOne Hundred Seventy-Two

i'ldoers. Prof. knows Pithecanthropus personally. Likes to make
dirty Cracks at the Irish.
History: All about the 785 most
important battles of the Civil
War. Why Adam was not a Democrat. Political differences of Joan
of Arc and Susan B. Anthony.
Business Administration : How
to make Both Ends Meet without
Snapping at each other. Prof. has
a new Joke each Semester.
PRIZE-WINNING ALMA
MATER SONG
Words and music under Auspices
of Mikelopedia Society
~own beside Commencement Harbor
Where each Tugboat puffs and
snorts
Lies the City of Tacoma

~019260~
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\Ve wish lo thank our many C. P. S. friends for their

f

patronage the past school year.

!'
I
t

DAVIS MEN'S SHOP
944 Pacific Avenue

1-------------------------------------------------l

Famed for Mountains and Ed
Schwarz.
Chorus
Root, you Loggers, for your College.
Ain't we proud of Eddie Schwarz'!
Ain't we got a Honor System?
Ain't we got 2 Tennis Courts?
Let us then be up and doingSit up late and study Hard.
If you ain't cut out to StudyBe a Tackle or a Guard.
Lives of old Alums remind us
We can sleep in Chapel, too.
We can leave on desks behind us
Our Initials when we're through.
Let us let the World about us
Know that we are out to win.
Business 1st and Pleasure after( Be, am, is, are, was, were, been.)
THE SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF IRELAN!}. Social Order, founded with the purpose of
maintaining the supremacy of the
Hibernian Race.
Colors: Green and Orange.
Favorite Flower: Spitunia.
· Favorite Ditty: "Who Threw
the Overalls in Mrs. Murphy's
Chowder?"
Motto: "One Beer for One."

r----------------------··1
•

•f

i
••

·:

f

Taco111a' s 1\.1 usical
Headquarters

!
•
f

••
It

Leading makes of

i! Pianos, Phonographs, !•,
t

I

Radios, Records,
Rolls

.•t k~
:

· Tftlpla7.llus1c

.

O· •
~

j

.Ii•

: ______________
945 Droacfwdy z
L
jt

r-~;:t--~;;;;;
;:
·
;
~
7
l
Essential

! O@B@SLUTB
•:

TAILOR

: 907 Commerce St. Main 3602
I Our Specialty is to SUIT

i. __ .•.

-t~~.

t

!

I•
I
I

~~~~~-~en__ •• __ .1
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I · SPE ?! A Breath of!
I
·._
:-. Spring Babbling
•

I•

__...,_,_'-"

!
;

I
•I

Brooks-Green
Trees-Shady
Lanes
Picnics

Suggest Cake :Made From

t
t

I

I
I•

SPERRY'S SNOWFLAKE
A

~.~: t :~~cu,:c~t

Tast;r Recipes Upon U,e quest

! SPERRY FLOUR CO.

•

t__________________ j

r------- --------~7
I Dr. W. B. Burns il. ,
I
J I
I

Dentist

•'

I•

2 2 years practice in
Tacoma

t
t

Across from Rhodes Bros.

I•

~a~~ -~3~---~ ½_ ~~~:~ J
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Advisor: Patrick Hanawalt.
President: Terence O'Thronson.
Vice Pres. : Helen Olsen.
Secretary: Michael Schwarz.
Treasurer: A. Hogan Bahlke.
National Anthem : "Ireland
Must be Heaven for My Mother
Came from There."
NORWEGIAN & SWENSKA
PROTECTIVE SOCIETY. Social
Organization, organized in the interests of Skis, Snuse and Lutfisk.
Colors : Copenhagen and Salmon.
Favorite Flower: Hay.
Favorite Ditty: "Charles Johann, our Brave King."
Motto : "Yust so longe ve got
plenty snuse day vuss orite."
Advisor: Axel Ke11y.
President: Olof Greene.
Vice Pres: Lena O'Connor.
Secretary: Hulda Callahan.
Treasurer: Hans Thorniley.

*

*

*

LIBRARY ADDITIONS
"One Can Live Cheaper Than
Two" by Carson & Shuler.
"Three Years Before The Footlights" or ''How to Collect Eggs
Without Hunting" by Wendell
Brown.
"How I Spent The $50,000" by

~19261~
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The Tacoma Daily Ledger

I
j'

EVERY MORNING
l

•

•

!

I

I

••

I

I
:
••

Is the be.st ,vay to start the day right
15c a week Daily and Sunday

Call l\!Iain 5510 for Subscription Orders

I
••

I

I
I
••

', _________________________________________ j.
Amos Booth. ·
"Why I Fell for a Blonde" by
Bechaud & Jensen.
"Red Rock" a Northwestern
Cheese Story by G. F. Henry.
"Newsboy to President" by E.
P. Goulder.
''The Perfect Figure" by F. C.
McMillin.
Puget Sound Personalities
SOPER,
Paul
Lapiz-Lazuli.
Marriage Ceremonies Performed
at all hours. Club Rates for
Double Weddings. No Rebate for
Incompatibility. We use our own
Bible. Holder of Record of 10
seconds flat. A Trial Convinces.
TIBBITTS, Forrest Primeval.
We christen children with distilled water. Weddings sure to satisfy. Can give References. Own

Bicycle. Voice, Baritone and very
successful at funerals.
CARLI, Pete. Expert baptizer.
Have been a Life-Saver. Agree to
baptize anybody up to 220 pounds.
Can also play shortstop and halfback. Competent wrestler.
SOLO PARTS
Ralph Brown, searching for "E"
flat '' Oh, How I Miss You Tonight."
Frank Wilson, cornered--"Yes,
She Has Got You Know What."
Jack Naess, regarding his graduation date _______ "Sometime."
Dr. Weir, advertising for Stolen
Watch ___ "I Miss My Swiss."
Jack Reese, presenting Excuse--------" Honest And Truly."
Onie Hannus, in Chapel on Warm
Spring Day ____ "The Prisoner's
One Hundred Seventy-Five
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Olm;sibiz & J\llen

j
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I
it Shaffer Terminal, Inc. I r·-----------------.
!
I:
!. :I•
.•
6 2 years Furnishing

I

f

1

netter Homes

I

l• !i L. SCHOENFELD & SONS !f
L _______ ., ______ J f
I
:._____________________ _
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Song."
•

•

i•

•

I,
I

I!
I
•
I

Pacific Ave. at 15th St.

•

Kodak Enlarging
Commercial
Photography

•

l,
I

Il
•
I
I

II BOLAND I
I The Photographer I
!•
!•
I

I•

741 St. Helens Ave.

•

I•
•

i. -----------···-·--J
One Hundred Seventy-Six

Ernest Miller, reporting Exam under Hedley __ "I Never Knew."
Horse Blevins, alighting from 6th
Avenue Bus _____ "Thanks For
The ~uggy Ride."
ALL-STAR TRACK SQUAD
CHAMPIONS OF C. P. S. 1926.
Hundred Yard Stagger-McMillan
______________ l Hour 40 Min.
Putting the Buck Shot-Hedley_""'
_______________________ 7

ft.

Hurling the Javelin-Budd _____ _
__________________ 27 ft. 1 in.
Running Hop, Skip And FlunkModesty Forbids ____________ _
Long Distance Rag Chewing Record-Todd _____ 2 Hrs. 17 Min.
Throwing the Bull-Name Withheld _____________________ ___
Passing the Buck-Ditto ___ ___ _
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TACOMA AND THE MOUNTAIN

cDEAL COOPERATION and an
-.1..\ unusually high quality of work
combine to make your dealings with
us pleasant. , The printing and binding of this book is a typical example
of our Work. 'i? 'i' 'i; 'i' 'i'

I
I
1•

I

t

I•

•

l

I
l

I.

JOHNSON-COX COMPANY
'PRINTERS

.. STATIONERS

726 PACIFIC AVE.

-

CJ300KBINDERS

TACOMA, WASH.

,'

L .....................·---··············1
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Jewelers to Tacomans for Forty-three Years

I

919 Broadway

I
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PHILOSOPHY.
r--------------7 M anyOUR
though your troubles be
n these days of _misery,
I SANITARY BARBER SHOP I IK eep
in mind some goof ey joke,

!
.!
l

.f

Under Pantages Theater

It pays to look well~
Ten first class \vorkn1en. Pro1npt service
our 111otto~ Ladies
hair bobbing a specialty. :Manicuring Expert.
H. J. Conrad, Prop.

f

:
i

!

!~ .'

1·

L_._______________ j
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Merchandiso
Holeproof Hosiery, Arrow. Shirts
and Collars, Schol-Wil Caps at
Right Prices.
Our Motto-"If it Isn't Right,
Bring it Back."

FRED JENSEN
Men and Boys Shop

There once was a Prof, whose
name I forget.
· He loved to put out the 1 plusses,
you Bet.
He cried· when he had to give out
a bum grade(High, low, jack & the Game, A
Spade is a Spade.)

I

f

!
i

i
t

I~::~~_:~_:::_~-~~_j
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E ven though you're tired and
broke.
L uck will swing your way once
more
0 nly brighter than before.
r' ious guys who never smile;
E ngrossed in troubles all the
while,
D on't get much but gloom and
strife
I n this "10-flat" pace of Life.
MORAL
A lways see the funny side-if
possible.

Have you heard of the Student in
Business AdWho loved to play Poker and
other things bad ?
In spite of these Habits, for fame
he was bid
He rose to great Prominence
(Like Kelly did ) .

~0192.60~
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I

DUTCH TREAT BAR

f
t

Different but Delicious
(23 other Numbers)
Made in Tacoma by

f

I
I

John A. Hamilton Co.
"A Bar for Every Taste"

····----·····-·- ...................... 1

Once upon a time, in the Good
old days of Yore
A Football team was walloped,
(112 to 4)
The Wise Guys of the Neighborhood were NEVER heard to
shout,
"It was a Moral Victory, anyhow." (And the King was
carried Out.)
Mort, to hopeful applicant:
Have you had any experience as
a reporter?
Freshie: No. But they tell me I
am a born fibber.
Why are you in mourning?
Oh! For my sins.
I didn't know that you had lost
any.
Ernie Goulder in Africa ten
years hence : "Why do you look
at me so intently?"
Cannibal : "I am the food inspector."
Little drops in waterLittle drops on land
Make the aviator
Join the heavenly band.
He: "Does your father object
to my staying so late?"
She: "No. He says it serves me
right for being in when you call.
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Fraternitv
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The Edmomls J;'oot Fitter

I

for College Men

t

PETIT-HOW ARD
SHOE CO.

t

••I

I

!

I..._______________.lI
2517 6th Ave.
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Compliments of

O'CONNOR------STEVEN
GREASE SPOT

I
I

I•
I

26th and N. Alder

~. . . ~. . ~~~~~~~~. . ~. . . . . . .~~~. . -----------------1
Miss Budd: '~How are you getting on with your writing for the
magazines'?"
Ingeborg: "Just holding my
own. They send me back as much
as I send them.''
I>entist: "We must kill the
nerve of that tooth."
Patient: "Then I will go out
of the room. I'm too tender hearted to witness it."
Fritzi: "Say are those poems in
the paper signed 'Oedipus' yours'?"
Frenchy: "Yes."
Fritzi: "Well the girls persisted
that they were and I always spoke
up for you."

r----------------,

I

INDEPENDENT MARKET
2303-5 6th Ave.
Main

285

The Best in
. Meats and Groceries

....

~~~....,_.._.,_.._.._.

One Hundred Eighty
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Mama Arntson: "Anthony, you've been fighting again. You've
lost two of your front teeth!"
Tony: "No I haven't, honest.
I've got 'em in my pocket.
"Frances!" said Mrs. Martin
severely. "Some one has taken a
big piece of ginger caker out of
the pantry."
Frances blushed guiltily.
"0, Frances!" she exclaimed. ' 'I
didn't think it was in you!"
"It isn't all," answered Frances,
' 'part of it's in Mildred."

~Ol926D~
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Jlho~ts
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948 Pacific A venue
Main 2483
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Central Bank

I•

Sixth Avenue at Pine

t

.
f

f'

Tacoma,

,v

ash.

Complete Banking Service

1,.___________________
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I 6th Ave. Transfer & Storage ,
f
Company
1t
t
Storage
I Local and Long Distance H8:uling f
t
Furniture and Piano Movmg
t
t
Crating and Packing for
. I
Shipment
t

L-~~~~~~~::.1-_ l
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PURKEY

House Furnisher

Exchange Department
1316 Commerce

I
I
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t
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I
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One Hundred Eighfy-Two

First little girl: "Your papa
and mama are not your real paren ts. They only adopted you.
Second little girl: "All the better. My parents picked me out;
yours had to take you just as you
came."
S'later: "What plants flourish
in excessive heat?"
Hub: "Ice plants."
Dealer: "But why do you advertise that you want to sell this
car because you are going to leave
the city? You know that isn't so."
Seward: "Yes, it is. If I ever
sell this car for what I ask for it
I'll have to leave the city."
Teacher : How does it happen
that you are five minutes late at
school this morning?"
Small boy: Please ma'am, I
must have overwashed myself."

It was a faithful Swedish girl
who, when winter was coldest and
the furnace was not working
right, was admonished by her
mistress to take an iron to bed
with her to warm it. In the
morning the kindly woman asked
Lena how it worked. ''Pritty
gude," she said, "Ah had it almo3t warm by morning."
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First Class

PAINTING
and
DECORATING

I

Done by

307 Rust Bldg.
t

I
•
•

Main 4493

Ii
!,
t
t

L .. __________J
r---·---------7
, The House of Kup- l
l
,
I penheimer good I
I
Clothes
I

I

Dobbs and Dunlap
I
Hats

I

I·--

l
I

Lewis Brothers
•

I
!

Clothers to Men & Boys

11

935-937 Broadway

l

'
--- -- ---------··---~l

A C. P. S. Student At A
Reasonable Price
An Experienced Workman
All Work Guaranteed

Ernest P. Goulder
723 North Cushman

''Have you any rubber arti.;.
cles ?" asked the man entering the
store.
"Surely," replied the salesman.
''\Ve have a fine line of opera
glasses."
Hale: '' I didn't know you drove
a car; why the auto goggles,
Don?"
Don: "Gen carries hatpins."
"I think we met at this cafe
last winter. Your overcoat is very
familiar to me."
"But I didn't own it then."
"No, but I did."
Hurried student at Commons:
' 'Can I get a steak here and catch
the one o'clock train?"
"It depends on your teeth, sir."
One Hundred Eighty~Three
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STATION
"Service our Motto"

l

Pacific Ave. at 96th St.
Phone Mad. 121 R2

t

:

'
t

•t
I
t
, 6th Ave. :Meat Market •
t
t
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Co. Il
lf CASWELL
~~--- OPTICAL
INC. ,___
t
t
I
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H. 0 .HANSON
!
I
I
I

7 5 8 S'J!HELEM8 AT 9th. AND BROADWAY
TACOMA•

WAS'11NGTON.

I

t

t

I

Dependable Watch Repairing

l

\\TATCHES

I

High Grade Jewelry

257 So. 11th St.

~ - - • ~:d.e~i::
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HOYT'S

l
I

Where you get Service and
Satisfaction,
I
With the very least Action
f
Of pounding the Tables and I
Chairs.
I
Cakes for Weddings, Birthdays, f
etc., Our Specialty
t

I ::1..2 !:h.
h

t

DOUGHNUT LUNCH

~V;;.

uuu

One Hundred Eighty-Four

We Try To Please

t

Dealers in Shell Gas and Oils
and Mason Tires and Tubes. Car

t

r----------------,
!
l

-~=~n- !2 .l

t
t

I
QUICK DELIVERY
I
•f Main 3714
l
2809-6th Ave. f
L ________________ j
"How cold your nose is!"
These words came from the
daughter of the house who was
sitting in the parlor with her
friend.
"Is Towser in the parlor
again?" demanded her mother
from the next room.
There was a long pause.
"No, mother, Towser isn't in
the parlor."
And then silence resumed its
reign.
Kelly: "Do you know, Mr. Wetmore, when shingles first came
into us?"
Al: "I think when I was between five and six years old, sir."
Chuinard ( to the remaining
listener) : ''I should like to thank
you, sir, for so attentively hearing
me to the end of a rather too long
speech.''
Listener: "Not at all, sir, I'm
the second speaker."
Son: "Say, mama, father broke
this vase before he went out."
Mother: "My beautiful Majolica
vase ! Wait till he comes back,
that's a11."
Son: "May I stay up till he
does?"

Tamanawas
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Sixth & Pine Hardware Co.t•'

f

Buildei·s' Hardware

t

•t

Sher- lVilliams Paints

f

Plumbing and Repair Work

t

2905 Sixth Avenue

I
t

t
t

\VE MANUFACTURE

't

I
'

Rock Dell Syrup

I__:a::~:~ ~:~:____;_l .If Rock Dell Pork and

Consider the ways of the little
green cucumber, which never does
-its best fighting till it's down.
Lorin was kindly taking the
chapel speaker to the train, after
the morning address.
"Can't you go faster than this?"
the worried passenger asked.
"Yes," Lorin answered, "but I
have to stay with my car."
Billy: ''What do you do when
you forget your lines?"
Wendell: ''I just repeat the multiplication table in a muffled
voice. I had the house in tears
Friday night over nine times nine
are eighty-one."
Two Irishmen were working on
the roof of a building one day
when one made a misstep and fell
to the ground. The other leaned
over and called :
"Are yez dead or alive, Mike?"
"O'im alive," said Mike, feebly.
"Sure, you're such a liar Oi
don't know whether to belave yez
or not."
"Well, then, Oi must be dead,"
said Mike, "for yez would never
dare to call me a liar, if Oi wor
aloive."
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Beans
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: Younglove Grocery Co. l
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DISTINCTIVE
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SUITS OF
QUALITY

f

FOR

f

f

COMMENCEMENT

f

I

REASONABL y PRICED

I
I

I:

l

(Ten Per Cent Discount Giv- I
en. to all C. P. S. Students f
f
Until June 10th, 1926.
I
t

•
,f
t
t

t

Winthrop Clothes
Sh op
\Vinthrop Hotel

:
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You'll find any variety at

I

CALIFORNIA FLORISTS

!

I
I'

!
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He who laughs last must be re-

I Home Laun-Dry-Ette

I 7 Different Models
'
I

A. B. C. vVashing

j

Machine

I
I

Royal Vacuu111
Cleaners

•

II

Domestic Electric
Service Co.

l
I
!
I
iI
'1

,

I

I
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I Hats Cleaned and Re-blocked by
Expert Hatters

!f
•
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PIONEER HAT SHOP
J. T-ryfon, The Hatter
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lated to Bob.
Willie: "Paw, what is a stable
government?"
Paw : "When the party in power
displays horse sense, my son."
"What sent poor Manning to an
insane asylum?"
Torrey: "A train of thought
passed through his brain and
wrecked it.
Railroad attorney: "Are you
sure it was our Flier that hit
your son? What make you so
positive?"
Chuinard Sr.: "He has licked
every other train on the road."
"Cohen can nefer make a goot
goluf blayer."
"For vy not?"
"He nefer hollers fore-always
he yells dree ninedy-eight."
Editor: "Have you submitted
this poem anywhere else?"
Sharx: "No, sir."
Editor: "Then where did you
get that black eye?"
Ella : "I've an idea."
Clint: "Be kind to the stranger."
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For Commencement
Comprehensive new showings

of

smart

frocks

for

I
l
1•

graduation, Crepe de Chine,
Georgette and Taffeta, in the
pastel range and white.
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Ellena: "Oh, Ernie dear, do order a rat-trap to be sent home
today."
Ernie : ''But you bought one
last week."
Ellena: "Yes, dear, but there's
a rat in that."
First Freshie: "What's etiquette?"
Second Freshie: "It's saying,
'no, thank you.' when you want to
holler 'Gimme'."
Mrs. Regester: "I wonder what
has become of my husband. Three
days ago I sent him to match a
sample at a department store. He
hasn't been seen since."
Mrs. McMillin : "I saw him yesterday.
He was at the third
counter of the fourteenth aisle,

$19.50

$29.50

and was just starting for the fourteenth counter of the third aisle."
Todd Moore at Delta Kappa Phi
House: "How frightfully you
snored last night."
Hale: "Yes; it is inherited."
Todd : "From your parents?"
Hale: "No from my grandfather, who ran a steam saw mill."
Thronson : "Well, old sport, how
do you feel?? I've just eaten a
bowl of ox-tail soup and feel
bully."
Tatum: "I've just eaten a plate
of hash and feel like everything."
1st Soph: "How near were you
to the right answer to the fifth
question?"
2nd Soph: ''Two seats away."
One Hundred Eighty-Seven
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TACOMA ELECTRIC FIX-
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Heating Installations
Water Heaters
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TORE COMPANY
Electric Furnaces

7 2 4 Pacific Avenue
Tacoma, Wash.
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We'll eat tonight at the

PUNKIN SHELL

iI

l

A Goocl Place for Your Fraternity Banquet

t

756 Broadway

--------------------···----l

One Hundred Eighty-Eight

" 'Lo, Jim! Fishin' ?"
"Naw; drownin' worms."

Mother: "If you cou1d have eaten that entire jar of jam without
a single twinge of conscience you
must be thoroughly bad."
Crawford: "No, mother; I am
confident there is something good
in me."
"I had to kill my dog this
morning."
" Was he mad ?"
''Well, he didn't seem any too
pleased."
Dale : "Please send a large
bunch of roses to this address and
charge it to me."
Florist : "Yes, sir ; and your
name?"
Dale: ''Oh, never mind the
name. She'll know."
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Parson: "Do you know where
little boys go when they smoke?"
Boy: "Yes, up the alley."

r------------·--·-·---7
I READ PHOTO SERVICE I
••

Little Minnie: "Oh mamam,
what's that dreadful noice ?"
Mama: "Hush, darling, papa's
trying to save the price of a
shave."
"Do you keep coffee in the
bean?"
"No, madam, brains."
Jesse: "Ah, when I played Hamlet the audience took fifteen minutes to leave the house."
Soper : "Was he lame?"

t
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I
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Graflcx \Vork
Kodak Finishing
Flashlights
Post Cards
Enlarging
C~oring
Copying

I

Viers
Commercial Photographer

! Main 8275-J 2235 E 3•-1th Avc.
It
f

"I ate a worm," said the little
tot in the kindergarten.
The teacher thinking that perhaps the · child had really done
such a thing, protested warmly
over the undesirability of the proceeding. ''Why, just think," she
said, as a final argument, '' how
badly the mama worm felt to
have her little baby eaten up.
"I ate she's mama, too!" was
the triumphant rejoinder that
proved too much for the teacher.

"Group Specialists"

I
t
I

I
tf

f

P. 0. Box 660,

f

Tacoma, \V ash.
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Insurance Service

I
t

Fire, Liability, Elevator, Burglary
Plate Glass, Automobile, Life,
f
Group, Health, Accident,
t
Machinery, Steam Boiler

I
I

L_ --~h-o~: _~::::o _____ .!
502 Rust Building
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Fried Chicken Dinners All you can eat
1
1

I

32 n1iles f ro111 Tacon1a on

•i

your way to the Mountain
We make a specialty of parties

I

Eatonville ~ANYADA LOJ?.<E.~awn, Prop.
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Fada
·
Stewart Warner
Browning Drake
Best Super Heterodyne
Crosley
Gilfillan
Radiola
Maron
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Bentz Radio Co.
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Convenient Terms, Open Evenings t
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I Shaw Supply Co., Inc.
I

1015 Pacific Avenue
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KODAKS and FINISHING
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Ext1•a Good Finishing
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! ALDER STREET BARBER
And
!
BEAUTY SHOP
Expert Marcelling

t
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26th and Alder Street
Paul Bullis, Prop

One Hundred Ninety

Two Hebrews met one day and
Joseph said : "Everythink iss
done nowadays by machinery,
Ikey."
"Vell, I dunno; talking iss still
done by hand," replied Ikey.
The weary-appearing pedestrian
tried repeatedly to attract the
attention of the. nearby policeman.
Finally his efforts were rewarded
and the policeman asked :
"Something I could do for
you?"
"I just wanted to know if you
couldn't compel me to move on;
I've been waiting here four hour~
for my wife."
Irate Business Man (in the editor's office) : "What do you mean
by openly insulting me?"
Editor: "I wrote exactly what
you told me to-that you had resigned your position as city clerk."
I. B. M. : "Yes, but you put it
under the heading, 'Public Improvements'."
''I asked her if I could see her
home.''
''And what did she say."
"She told me to come around
sometime during daylight and
take a good look at it."
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George Scofield Company

!•

Tacmna, \Vashington
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1533 Dock St.

Main 676
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The mmmg stock promoter
dashed into his office and locked
the door.
"Where can I hide," he cried.
"The po'lice are coming!"
"Get into the simplified card index case," said the head clerk. "I
defy anyone to find anything
there."
Man is like unto a kerosene
lamp-he isn't especially bright,
he frequently smokes, and he usually goes out at night.
James started his third helping
of ,pudding with delight.
"Once upon a time, James,"
cautioned his mother, "there was
a little boy who ate too much
pudding."
"There ain't no such thing as

too much pudding."
''There must be,"
mother, "else why
boy burst?"
James passed his
fourth time, saying,
boy."

continued the
did the little
plate for the
''Not enough

Press : "Prof. McMillin will
probably give a solid period of
lecture in Geology today."
Bob: "I hope so. I want to
sleep."
Frosh: "What , is a ground
hog?"
Soph: "Sausage, I suppose."

''I may be poor now, but there
was a time when I rode in my
carriage."
"Yes, and your mother pushed
it!"
One Hundred Ninety-One
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EAT AT THE
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Lindum Restaurant
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The Home of Good Eats
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The Store That Saves You
Money

I

McCormack Bros.
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To the Seniors
We Extend Our Heartiest

I

Congratulations·

1

I
I

l
!

Broadway and 13th Street

I
I
I

l
l
1

I

and

Best Wishes
For a Brilliant Future

!
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SPRINGER & JONES

Manufacturing Jewelers ancl
1
Watchmakers
t
( Formerly with Frank C. Hart & ;
Sons)
All kinds of special order
work, and repairing. Class and I

I

l
~--~~_::::::_____J
fraternity pins a specialty.

One Hundred Ninety-Two

Topping : "Where is the dead
sea?"
Nelson: "Don't know, sir."
Topping: "Don't know where
the Dead Sea is?"
Nelson: "No sir, I didn't even
know any of them were sick."
Bell: "What's the technical
name for snoring?"
Dumbbell: ''I bite."
Bell: ''Sheet music."
The touring car had turned upside down, burying the motorist
under it, but the village official
was not to be turned from his
duty.
"It's no use you hidin' there,
sir," he said. "I must 'ave your
name and address."
Freshman: "Do you serve lobsters?''
Waiter: "Yes, sir, we serve anyone; sit right down."
"Did you tell that young man
of yours that I'm going to have
the lights switched off at ten?"
"Yes, dad."
"Well?"
"He's coming at ten in the future."
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College Sports and Society
f·or
College Athletes and Society Women

!

Tac~:;HNews

1

Tribune
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INTERESTING
INSTRUCTIVE
ECONOMICAL
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Our Business Code Is Brief
But to the Point
It

1s

composed of three iron

clad rules--

I
I•
1•

- To sell quality merchandise at a fair
margin of profit

II
t

- To have truthful advertising in the
newspapers as ,vcll as by word-of-mouth

f

- To provide courteous service

t

I:.____________________________________
sBROTHERS J
l

I

BROADWAY· ELEVENTH &- MARKET· STREETS

♦
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Katherme Mohr Pleasants, Pres.
James A. Pleasants, Secy. and Mgr.
Agents for Sargent Locks, Starrett's Fine Machine Tools, Sporting Goods

I•

~?o~a~~!.~~;;~: CO., Inc.
•

HENRY

f

Mechanics and Builders Hardware, Carpenters and Loggers
Tools
1141-1143 Broadway
Phone Main 13~1
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"My rose," said he as he pressed her velvet cheek on his.
'' My cactus," said. she, encountering his stubble.
"My man, where did you become
such an expert swimmer?"
''Why, lady," responded our
hero modestly. "l used to be a
traffic cop in Venice."
Son: "What does money say
when it talks?"
Father (speaking from experience) : "Good-by."

WHEN IN DOUBT

I!
t

I

Drive to

GOSSER'S
Sixth Avenue at State
It's a

t

I

~~j
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I

Greetings to the Gang

I

Gus Partridge

f

Winthrop Hotel
Men's Stand

I
I

I
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One Hundred Ninety-Four

Prof. Hanscom: "What do you
mean, Mr. Shuler, by speaking of
Dick Wagner, Ludie Bethovein,
Charlie Gounod and Fred Handel?"
Gard : "Well, you told me to get
familiar with the great composers."
Clint: "Why is it that times
are so hard ?"
Al: "You see it is this way:
This financial stringency originated with me and spread over the
country."
A crash was recently heard in
one of the rooms. Upon investigation, it was found that Prof. Topping had dropped a remark.
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tennis goods is bigger and better than
ever. You won't find
better values anywhere
than the rackets, balls,
nets, etc., which we are
h .
s owmg.
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Our prices vary
but Reach quality
never does/

We also carry Forrest Hills, Winners and California
Rackets and Everything for Sports
1107 Broadway, Tacoma
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Specializing in
Banquets
Special Dinners
Lunches
and
Card Parties
Hall to Rent for Private
Parties

l

DeKoven Inn
Phone Mad. 126-R3

I
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MODERN CLEANERS
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AND DYERS
Quality Work

I
•

Reasonable Price

2307-6th Ave.

Main 3292
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'Twas in a restaurant they met,
This Romeo and Juliet;
'Twas then he first got into debt
For Rome-o'd what Ju-Ii-et.

I
l

ing) : ''Methinks it raineth with-

1

~~~~~_1--~~~J

Poetic Senior ( on rainy mornout."
Frosh: ''Yes, without stopping."
One Hundred Ninety-Five
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Mrs. Naylor: "I tell you, Mrs.
Jones, your Johnny is terribly
spoiled."
Mrs. Jones: "He's no worse
than your Jim at that!"
Mrs. N.: "Oh, but he is, and if
you don't believe it, just come
out and see what the steam roller
did to him."

Wade (in chem. Class) : "Fordyce, shut up, you're the biggest
bonehead in the room."
Prof. McMi'llin: . "Here, here,
boys, remember I am here."
''And," said Pat writing home,
"they give money away here in
America. All I have to do is to
carry bricks up to the fourteenth
floor and the men up there do all
the work."
One Hundred Nin ety-Six

Hanawalt in Math. Class: "Now
I'll explain this proposition; watch
the board carefully while I run
thru it."
Prof: "What does Darwin's
theory say?"
Stude: ' 'Darwin says our ancestors came fro~n monkeys, but
my mama says mine came from
\Vales."
"Once I was on a train that
went so fast the telegraph poles
looked like a board fence."
"That's nothing. Once I was on
a train and we passed a large
river and a vegetable garden and
we were going so fast it looked
like soup."
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Forty . . One Years of Service

f

For forty-one years this Bank has been a large
factor in the development of Tacoma and adjacent territory.
Our facilities for modern, progressive banking
service keep pace with your needs.
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THE NATIONAL <BANK OF TACOMA
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ALEY

Kitchen Made
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Up to $10.00 the Box
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Miss Budd: "You must grow up
to be good. Don't you want to be
looked up to."
Norma: "No. I'd rather be
looked around at."

I 6th Avenue Service

I
I

I

l

Store

I

2511 Sixth Avenue

I,

Phone Main 153
Free Delivery

l
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Try the
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Gammon & Horton

ll

t

Phones Main 444; Main 2529
Sixth Ave. and Fife

t
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BELL GROCERY

l
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One Hundred Ninety-Eight

"Why, what's wrong?" his
friend inquired.
"Wrong! I wrote a poem about
my little boy. I began the first
verse with these lines: 'My son!
My pigmy counterpart."
"Yes, yes."
The poet drew a newspaper
from his pocket. "Read!" he
blazed. ''See what the printer did
to my opening line!"
The friend read aloud : "My
son! My. pig, my counterpart."
"Hey, Mike, don't come down
the ladder on the north corner,
I just took it down."
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BUILDERS
HARDWARE

MECHANICS
TOOLS

I
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I! WASHINGTON HARDWARE CO.
I
I
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HOME OF

SPAL.DING ATHLETIC GOODS

l

I
I

10th and Pacific Avenue

Huseby (student assembly) :
"Order please!"
Ernie M. ( in an undertone) :
"Two cheese and a cup of coffee."
First intoxicant: "Wash the
matter wish zis match?" It don't
light."
Second : "Thash funny. It Ii t
all right a minute ago."
"I don't like to have my husband prop up a newspaper at the
breakfast table. Do you?"
Oh I don't know. It keeps the
grapefruit from spattering ·as far
as it otherwise might."
Mark: "It would be a mighty
dull wor'ld for you girls if all the
men should suddenly leave it."
Marion: "Oh, I don't know, we
would still have you."
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Builders' Hardware, Oils, Paints
and Sporting Goods
t

f

2503 Sixth Ave.

L

Phone Main 2899
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NICOLA GROCERY AND
MARKET

QUALITY AND SERVICE
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Quick Delivery
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HANDLING MASS
TRANSPORTATION
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THE STREET CAR
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coJ:HE members of The Tamanawas Staff
wish to take this space in which to thank
the many Tacoma business firms who have
given us advertising and thus made possible
this beautiful book. We are proud of it.
In return we urge every member of The
Associated Student Body of The College of
Puget Sound and all connected with it
directly or as friends, to recognize the advertisements within this book and use them
to fulfill your needs. This is a special service which all organizations on the campus
can do for Old Puget Sound.
Patronize the Adi,ertiBer
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Pleasure it is
To hear, iwis,
The biroes sing.
The deer in the dale
The sheep in the vale
The corn springing;
God's purveyance
For sustenance
It is for man
Then we always
To Him give praise
And thank Him than,
And thank Him than.
Cornish ( 1500)
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